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MABEL

I've Just been finding out, too,"
he added, "how many things he and
mother have beeu going without in order to keep uie In school. Why, they've
tuan.

her.
Sitting down on the sofa and holdlug I'.eth's liauds tightly in hers, she
lold the story, pussiug briefly over the
hitter parts and dwelling longer upon
Harold's manly resolve to muke full
reparation for his sin.
"Different people need to have dif
ferent things happen to them to bring
out the best there Is in them," said
Gladys when the story was finished
"Maybe this will be the best thing for
Harold. I can't help believe it will all

right in the end."

if some one were dead, so strange
the unuatural quiet. The story of
Harold's disgrace was generally known
now, and boys and girls looked at

faster.

bets
won it ml lost before—but it was the
disgrace of attempting to wiu the
The University of
game unfairly.
Iowa prided Itself on the cleanness of
Its athletics, and Harold's action had
left a bl:>t upon its record that- it
seen

time going at all?"
"Let's not talk about It." Jeff answered
"When I think of all 1 had
planned to do at college next year and

of all the old fellows trooping back
when classification day comes It seems
as If 1 cau'i stay away."
Gladys uodded In sileut, understand-

ing them.

church the next Sunday
tvening that the girls first saw JelT
igain. As soon as the benediction was
at

ing sympathy.

rode on in silence for α long
Then Jeff pointed with his whip
toward a field they were passing. "I'm
going to tile that forty In the spring."
he said. "1 won't be satisfied until I

They

time

fald he came over where they were
"'It wouldn't seem like getting back
home if you weren't here," he said,
holding out a hand to each of them
"I've got a hundred things to say to

make ours the best farm In the coun-

ty."

you."

"I thought you were the bravest boy
I ever saw that day I saw you on the
football field." said Gladys slowly. "I
am sure of It now."
"And I'm sure you're the best chum

"So have I. if I can get up couragcto talk to a re.il live football hero."

laughed Gladys.
"Suppose you try. anyway." Jeff answered. "My horse is out here, and If
you girls can trust your father and

a

mother to go home alone"—
"I guess they can find the waywith us close behind, anyway." said

score card will
to record their

be

mined—he would go so far away that
there would be little danger of his being known It was still without a definite purpose that he boarded a train
and started west. At Salt Lake City
he stopped and spent several days
looking for work only to find that

going, anyway."

"Were you hurt very badly?" asked

Gladys quickly.

"Oh. no." he replied "A broken rib
doesu't count for very much in font
If it had boon in a fair tackle
ball.
I wouldn't have cared." he went on.
"but to be klcfced in the ribs lika η

every

Here his
until he reached Seattle.
search for work was of little more
avail than at Salt Lake City. One day
when both his money and his hopes
had almost reached their lowest ebb
he wandered down to the wharf and
stood idly watching a sealer making

dog"-

Gladys stopped him with a gesture
"Harold is our friend." she reminded
him gently
"I beg your pardon." Jeff said, con
"1
trolling hliuseif with an effort.

ready

to sail.

heavy
He was suddenly startled by
hand on his shoulder and turned quickly around to be confronted by a rough
looking, bearded seaman. The sailor
looked Harold over critically for a moment without speaking, nodding approvingly as he noted the well built,
athletic form.
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addressed to the secretary of either of tho
above named fairs, or to Leon S. Merrill, State Dairy Instructor, Augusta,
will bring entry blanks. All inquiries
will be cheerfully and promply answered.
Leon S. Mkukill,
State Dairy Instructor.

"IT'S THE ONLY WAY," SHE SAID.
to hare fun." he sold. "And 1 guess
I had my share. But it seems that evpry one has to have his share of hard
knocks, too. and It eeems to be my

turn now."
lie hesitated a moment longer and
[bee slid to the ground. "Goodby," he
ûufil "I'm going back to school." And
tie hurried η way.
Almost another year had passed,
md nil uature was bursting Into bloom
κ the magic touch of spring. Gladys
was sitting at the study table In their
little room on the top floor of the girls'

lormltory trying hard not to get the

partaient officials as an epoch-making
experiment. The curious thing about

trip for a boy who had never worked
before, but It did much to make a
man of him, and he came back a greatly changed Harold.
It was summer again, and Mabel
was sitting on a low banglug bran.-h
of one of the apple trees reaUlng one
afternoon when she was startled by
a
uierry hello from the ground below
and, glaucing down, saw Harold looking up lit her.
The eight months he bad been away
had made a great change In him. His
mouth wus firmer, there was a strong-

Shur-On

Eyeglasses

^hat Optical Efficiency

his chin, and his eyes had
taken on a resourceful, self reliant
look In place of their old shiftiness.
I come up?" he asked, and

er curve to

PARMENTER,

"May

without waiting for an answer tie
her.
swung himself up to a seat beside
"You dou't need to tell me you've
succeeded," said Mabel. "I can see

LORD,

Bigelow

that for

she asked meaningly.
"Why?" he inquired In a surprised
"I've paid every cent 1 owe
tone.
the fellows. Doesn't that make It all

®EW§,

•

Λ

myself."

enthusiastically,
cried
he
"Yes."
"I've paid off those old gambling
debts—to the last cent I guess that
squares me now."
"Does It?"
Mabel looked at him.

1

:

right?"

That stray lock was
for a moment.
out of place again, and in the dim
moonlight, dimmer for sifting through

V

>

'Λ

ter

She gave a little cry of dismay us
she rend it. It was from her father.
[1er mother was sick, he snld. lie disliked to ask them to break in on their
school work, but could one of them
It
few days?
home for a
,'orae
wouldn't be at all necessnry for them

"What about the stain you left on

a

little?"

Mabel looked up at him gravely
"Are you quite sure that it isn't
Gladys that ynu care for?" she asked.
"Perfectly," he answered. "It was
that other Harold that cared for

your bride":"
"1 do!" cried Prince Mohamld.
The genie continued, "Then do as I
bid you.
"You will lind in tbe Mediterranean
sea a huge ro< k that rises almost to

the clouds. Γ[>οη the summit a giganYou vlll And
tic bird has Its nest.
there a yellow parchment with tlireo
red seals. Bring it to me. Tbe paper
is valuable to none but me. and 1 myself am forbidden to remove it ffoin
the nest.
"I give you a ring, without which
you could not set foot on the Island,
for you would be killed instantly by

enchantment.
So saying, the geule vanished.
While pondering over this strange
happening the prince saw approaching
from the distance a little boat.
The prince without hesitation seized
the ring left by the gcnle and climbed

microscope eyes

that the
his ship

AND

FOB ΟΝΟΕ SHE DIDN'T ACCUSE HIM
OV TALKING FOOLISHLY.

tho millions of apple blossoms, she
looked like some woodlnud fairy

her
come to touch the blossoms with
magic waud and turn them into tiny

apples.

"I don't like competition, Gladys,"
MI
said Jeff, taking a step nearer.
wonder—eau't we be partners?"
Perhaps she nodded, or perhaps It
the dickering shadows that
was

The apple blossoms faded and fell,
and summer came to fulfill the promises of spring. Mabel came home from
al
college again, protesting against
Gladys to stay home while she

lowing

finished her course. But Gladys wac
tirm and had lier way. as usual.
One evening nearly three weeks after she came home Mal>cl was sitting
on the porch Idly lingering the string*
of her mandolin and trying not to fee)
Gladys had gone riding with

lonely.

Jeff, and the sight of their happiness
somehow made Mabel feel lonesome
and left out, though she tried to drive
the feeling away by playing and humming some of the dear old melodies.
she was aroused from her

Suddenly

by the sound of an automobile
coming up the driveway. It stoppeJ
at the gate, and Harold leaped out
reverie

pou know me?"
"No, It cnu't be

Gladys,"

her mother

"Gladys and Mabel are
answered.
away to school, and It's so lonely."
Gladys soothed bor to sleep again

and then sent her father to bed to
get some much needed rest All
through that long night her mother
tossed and talked at intervals. and the
watching girl realized for the first
how much of a sacrifice it
time

just

had been for this quiet little mother
to give up her girls to the great, hungry college.
In the morning the doctor came and
pronounced Mrs. Sanders better.
"Just you stay here and take care
of her, young lady," he said, "and I'll
guarantee that she'll get well all
right. Ifs Just this everlasting loneliness that's got on ber mind and made

her sick in the first place."
The doctor's prediction seemed to be
correct for Mrs. Sanders slowly but
on.
surely Improved from that time
In a couple of weeks she was able to
Kit up. and her eyes lighted up with
pleasure as she watched Gladys fly
about the room setting things to
and lending a brightness to the

rights

house that was so
when Bhu was uwuy.

pitifully lacking

from

vagabond.

ishly.

front of the bed and threw ber arms
about her mother's neck.
"Oh. niommJe, mommle!" she cried.
"It's Gladys, your own little girl! Don't

he

mass

would

perceive

through which

her way is tilled with

word meaning
forms the
food of an enormous number of ma
rlne animals und has been the subject
of much scientific investigation. There
comes

made him think ho, but the next moment he had caught her In his arms,
was tell
apple blossoms and all, and
ever
lug her that he had loved her
since that time she nearly scuri-d him
out of the apple tree. And for once
ehe didn't accuse him of talking fool-

ly.

liquid
plows

prodigious multitude of minute or
ganisms—the plankton. The name
a

only

8AID.

his head away.
"The only way to get tlilnss is to
ask for them," she replied, with a lit
tie laugh, "or just take them."
turned
He
quickly toward her

The Plankton.
When the voyager across the Atlantic watches the surface of the sea «Jay
after day anil notes how few are the
signs of life In so vast an expanse
of waters he Is apt to conclude that,
as compared with the land, the ocean
But he has been lookinp
Is a desert.
for fish and has not seen the real myrl
ads of the oceau. If the voyager had

my danger.
It seemed to Gladys that It was
weeks before the train reached the
lttle town that she called home. Her
father laid u warning finger on his
lips as she entered the door.
"Hush!" he said. "She's asleep!"

Gludys dropped to ber knees In

ing

THE END.

»fter she had rend It
It was only by dint of much argument Gladys finally persuaded her to
itay. and then only after she had prom·
sed to telegraph at once if there wus

"I'M αΟΙΝΟ TO BTAY ALWAYS NOW," SHK

That was before I had learned to know what a true woman's iov*
is really worth. But I know it's hop
ing too much," he added bitterly, turu

Gladys.

whole road, and ouly an Imiuisitive
owl In a nearby tree heard the rest.

"Home," replied Gladys laconically,
lointing toward the letter.
"I'm going, too." announced Mabel

CHAPTER XII.
HE first glance told Gladys of
the suffering that her father
His face
bad been through.
was haggard nnd worn, aud
tils shoulders were stooped wearily.
"I didn't want to,take you out of
school," he snld. "but mother's been
calling for you nnd calling for you until I Just had to send."
Gladys tiptoed to the room where
tier mother lay sleeping. She was tossing uneasily and muttering incoherent-

*THK ONLY WAT TO OCT THINGS IS TO
JUtiT ΤΑ Κ Β THZll."

"Then"— he cried.
She nodded.
And then the auto wandered uiou;:
at its own sweet will until the spark
coil obligingly burned out Just as they
reached the most secluded spot In the

Gladys threw down the letter and
Ished her suit case out of the closet
"Where are you going?" asked Majel In surprise.

The history of that sealing trip
would make a story In Itself. There
were times when Harold almost wished that he could loose his hold of the
greasy rail and drop into the water,
where he could rest The days were a
confused Jumble of nerve racking toll

by

added.
"You don't mean you're not going
back?"
She nodded.
"Then maybe you do understand?"
"Yes, I think I do. It's hard—in η
way—but It will be fun too. You'll
have to work if you make good your
boast of having the best farm in the
county. Just wait till you see what
I'm going to do with this."
He stood looking at her lu silence

of the robin outside her window
inised up with her troublesome French
rerbs .when Mabel brought her a let-

uv

and the nights a brief moment of oblivious slumber. The hardest training
on the football field had been play
compared to this. But Ilarold was
blessed with a strong constitution. at;d
before they had been out a mouth lie
could hold up his end of the work
with any man on board. It was a hard

"That isn't anything." he replied.
"I didn't do it fur popularity, Mabel,
and I'm afraid I never would have
done it just to even things up, but I
did it because a certain brown eyed
girl told me to. And the brown eyed
girl is the reward I want. Mabel. Can't
you tell me that you care for me just

Prince Mohamld was sad. And well
be mlgbt be. for tbe beautiful Princess
Corisande bad refused for tbe elgbtb
time to marry him.
All at once he beard a rushing of
wind behind birn. Turning, be saw α
horrible giant of immense size brandishing a great club.
"Well, who are you?" demanded the
prluce wbeu be bad recovered somewhat from bis astonish ment.
"1 am μ genie!" thundered tbe giant.
"I am minded to be your friend. Do
you want tbe Princess Corisande ft>r

you're getting vain," said
Gladys, smiling at his enthusiasm.
"I'm going to be a farmer, too," she

lotes

Mabel's last words, "I know you can
do It, Ilarold." and the disappointed
look in G lady's eyes the time she said,
"The kind of boy» I like are those who
can do tilings." lie turned and looked
the shipmaster squarely in the eyes.
"I'll go," he said. "IIow much?"
"A hundred dollars a month and
your share of one-fourth of the net
profits. Be ready In half an hour."

Not a Handsome Sheep.
"Spring lamb" at (Jhri*tmas is one of
the goal» toward which the Department
• if
Agriculture is working now. Of
it
course, if it succeeds measurable well,
will be a good thing for sheep-raising
farmers and a triumph fur the department, but it is not looked upon by tbe de

university?"

THE PRINCE AND
THE BIB GENIE.

where."
"I'm afraid

asked at last.
Ilarold looked from bis rough questioner to the dirty little ship and shuddered. Δ wliiter in the arctic circle
with a crew of quarreling sailors for
companions was not exactly what he
had had in mind when he started west
to earn that $000. Then he remembered

Sheathing.

1

had half a dozen men

waiting for it.
At last In discouragement he took
the train again, this time not stopping

...

J.

position

and make things easy for you and
mommle."
The happiness that shone in her father's face was worth all the sacrlflce,
albeit it was a guilty happiness as he
thought Ht what it meant to her. But
she cut sAort his objections by telling
him It was time to go and feed the
pigs and then ran into the house with
a merry song on her Hps.
A few days later Jeff came over one
lie found
evening after supper.
Gladys out in the orchard with her
arms full of the fragrant apple blos-

jot h to come.

WHEN

Mabel.
"1 sup|Kise I owe you an apology for
not coming over to sop you the night
nfter the Iowa game." Jeff said when
"Hut yon
they were on their way
may he sure thai I didn't stay away
because I wanted to. The doctor had
to hang on to me to keep me from

opinion. It is planued to
have exhibits of such dairy apparatus as
milk bottles, milk caps, sanitary milk

pails, etc. The premium lists are
ready for distribution. A letter

fellow ever had." Jeff answered.

CHAPTEk XI.
Harold Du Val left college with the determination
of earning money to pay his
gambling debts it was with
η very hazy idea of how he was going
to do 1L Of one thing he was deter-

fouud necessary.
The scoring of all dairy products will
be doue by competent judges and the

pmess aud "healthy uiindedness" entered iuto to such an exteut as today.
Health and happiness are fast becoming
necessary and are no longer considered
merely accidents in life.
Do you want more strength? Then use
the strength you already possess and it
will increase. Do you wish to be talented? Then use continually what talent
you already have. Do you desire riche»?
Have conteutment and you are richer
than Rockefeller. If you waut friends
be friendly.
The dream of heaven in some remote
day is being abandoned to make a
heaven now. "As thou inteudest so
live when thou art gone out, so is it in
thy power to live now," said the R unan
Kmperor, Autouius.
Has our dream of heaven been a place
of hurryiug, worrying, and lamenting?
Ob! uo, we plan to be very, very good
and happy when we go to heaven.
How dreadfully green at the business
we shall be when we get there!
As thou intended to live when thou
are gone out, so it is in
thy power t>>
live here!"
our very
is
within
The greatest wealth
reach. Our success is already in our
bands. There will never be a better
time to be happy than in this world, nor
greater things for our hands to do
There will never be a better time to be
kind to those around us.

college

When

what 1 could earn."
"1 wonder why It Is." said Gladys
slowly, "that peuple who can hare a
collejre education Just for the asking
while
io appreciate It.
never seem
those who really do make the most of
their opportunities have such a hard

would take years to outlive.
The few weeks that Intervened until
School was
vacation passed quickly
out again, and once more the girls
walked up the little path to the fa
miliar kitchen door, where their father and mother were eagerly await
was

my

right with mother now."
Gladys looked up quickly. "I'm not
fuing back." she said.
"Not going back!" he cried, his eyes
lighting up with a sudden hope.
"No." she answered, with a brave attempt te smile. "I've had my good
time, and now I'm going to stay here

"and more too."
"And now may I have my reward?"
"Your reward?" she said inquiringly.
"Isn't it enough reward to be deservedly the most popular man in a great

plied,

to school?"
"You
"Almost," he acknowledged.
must come over and see the place.
There Isn't a weed on It, and I've
got the cornfields in the best shape
for planting of any I've seen any-

fund might grow
1 started I only had
enough money to last one term, but
father offered to pay the rest, besides
that

lo stay always now," she said.
It was a couple of days later that
her father came out where she was
feeding the chickens one morning. "1
reckon It's about time for you to be
coing baek to school, Isn't It?" be said
quietly. "I guess 1 can get along all

I did anything worth while," he Raid,
"and If I didn't yon hud better not
know."
"I think it was glorious." said Mabel.
"Do you think I've squared things
now?" he asked.
"Yes, I believe you have." she re-

"They're so thick the tree would kill
Itself trying to raise so many apples,"
she said. "And then mommle likes the
flowers so well."
"Ilow do you like farming?" she
went on. "Is it as much fun as going

tural college' always fascinated me
I stayed home from lots of Fourth of
July celebrations and circuses In order

Beth pityingly as she passed.
Mabel saw :ind understood and realized, with a jiang, that the mere paying back of the gambling money could
It
never wipe out Harold's shame.

"You don't know bow much good it
floes me to see you here," her mother
Mid one day αβ Gladys came Id with
I big armful of blossoms, "to bring
outdoors in to mommle." as she said.
Gladys dropped tbe flowers and
"I'm going
rame over and kissed her.

soms.

uidcr the apple trees ou Sunday
afternoon and dream about the wonderful worid outside and especially
1
that part of It they called college.
never wantwl to study Greek or higher
mathematics, bur the name 'agricul-

was

It

He winced. "That's all past now,"
he said lamely.
"Money can't pay
that."
"No, that's true." she replied. "And
so you are going to let'It go and say
everything Is square?"
"What else do you want me to do?"
he said helplessly. "I can't undo the
past. 1 only wish I could."
"1 want you to go back to college,"
said Mabel earnestly. "Clean up the
fraternities and clean up athletics,
especially the gambling part of It I
know you can do It, and It's the only
way to make things square."
"You don't realize what you're asking!" he criod. "Go back there after
what I've done? I can't. Mabel."
"It's the only way," she said.
Flnrold buried his face In bis bands.
After a long time he straightened up.
"1 used to think all life was for was

out

as

thinking of— they had

your fraternity, on the football team
and on the reputation of the school
for being fair In athletic»?"

even been staying home from church
because their clothes were so shabby.
It's boon a disappointment to father,
too. having all his boys leave home.
He has always been planning on how
he was going to fix up the old place
when we were old enough to help."
"And so you are going to etay at
home." said Gladys. "Isn't it hard?"
"You don't realize
"Hard!" lie cried
how hard It Is. Gladys. I used to lie

There was a strange hush about the
campus the next day. Students gat h
envi in II ι tie groups here and there,
talking in subdued tones. It seemed

wore

=

too old to work as hard as lie's doing.
Since Hit' other boys went out west
everything Is left for him to do. He
never would trust anything to a hired

CHAPTER Χ.
turned and slowly climbed the stairs. The girls were
still sitting up waiting for

come out

^IZ^ufe

^

By Clifford V.

'HAlOliD l.'IN'T "THAT Κ1ΧΙ>' OF Α ΚΗΙΓΚϋ,"
the work is the material with which it is
SI'OKK UP MMILL.
new
a
have
out.
They
being carried
didn't know tli.it you had that kind of
station
the
at
*
of
experiment
breed
*f *a 1
sheep
at Bethesda, and they look less like friends
•'lî:m»!d Isn't 'that kind' of α frioud,"
a goat.
like
than
They came
sheep
and Job
originally from the west coast of Africa, spoke u;i Mabel quickly "Let tue tell
but this particular dock came from Bar- you alfiit hi in
Matched l'lne Sheathing for Sale.
badoes, and they are generally referred
Win n she hud flnishnd JefT gave a
r. u. tu
to around tbe station as the Barbadoos
whistle.
long
Matching Farm Horses.
sheep. They are as red as a bright bay
MaineSumuer,
"That makes it look different," he
and black
underneath
black
with
horse,
Horses on farms are so frequently
said. "1 can understand how hari It
are shaped dis'iuctworked in pairs that it is very necessary leg· and feet. They
would be f<»r a fellow like him. I'm
a goat, and they have no iloece,
1
like
ν
matched.
be
well
By
that they should
with short, red hair, sorry It happened, though. It's bad foi
provided
should
being
team
the
not
meant
that
is
this it
In spite of coming him and bad for the school."
a goat.
be closely alike in color, size and general just like
Spruce and fir. For sale
from such a hot place as Africa, they
that
is
desirable
As soon as they reached the gate
It
they
appearance.
winter here very well without
A. KENNEY,
should be so, but that ia only one and stand the
Mabel excused herself ou the plea that
will
a
Like
they
blanket.
goat,
by no means the most important part of a tierce
she had a cold and ran Into the bouse.
J5tf
South Paris.
are wild animals,
the matching. It requires a good deal eat anything. They
"Have you a cold, too?" asked Jeff,
underbrush
out
an
will
clear
of skill and judgment to bring together and they
a
hoe,
to Gladys, with a smile.
with
man
a
grubbing
turning
than
better
a pair of horses that resemble each othei
have the disadvantage that
She shook her head.
in all characteristics sufficiently to work but they
tbe underbrush is gone, they will
"Then let's dou't go In yet," be eald,
in harmony, and action comes first in when
trees.
the horse around. "We don't
this connection. Style ia required in the girdle big
turning
The virtue of the strange sheep is
action of any class of horse, and a team,
see each other very often, you know."
They
are extremely prolific.
each of which stands up to the bit in that they
"You must be awfully popular at
three youug at a birth, sometimes
said
about the same way, is attractive to buy- bave
live. The great college after that Iowa game,"
and
occasionally
four
drive»·
who
the
man
to
ers, and pleasing
was so
is that many of the young die Gladys after a moment "I
trouble
Means, it. A team ill-matched in regard to action, because it is thought that the mother proud of those star plays you made I
U >uva:i« » hm·*
made and titled ui
does not have milk enough to go around. could hardly sit still."
properly
Wtevea fortntoleye utr.ln. Our «lasses art strength and staying powers is a libérai
Of course a thin-Hanked animai does not
how
<"»> rlgiii aud 1UU:<I
no
matter
Jeff smiled. "It's easy for me to play
irritation,
of
rig' t. Our skill and ex source
but it
Mem* !« »our guarantee.
horses may be. raise satisfactory legs of mutton,
the
in
color
alike
footbnll." he said. "I never thought a
nearly
corrected.
be
this
can
that
clean, is thought
CONSULT ME.
COME MERE.
fellow deserved much credit for dobig
Proper action—that is, strong,
some
feet and legs—is Tbe sheep mature very early, and
I
OPTOMETRIST,
vigorous movement of
a
with
things tliut were easy for blm.
crossed
good
are
of
them
being
highly desirable, and if it can be com
that Harold deserves more
a strain
whether
should
see
ram
to
say
Optician,
an<i
Shropshire
bined with general conformation
Norway, Maine.
to s cannot be developed that will have tbe credit for that year of straight living
color, so much the better. Size,
foi
fecundity and the early-maturing quali- than I do for anything I've ever done."
sacrificed
be
certain extent, may
the
A. C.
but onlj ties of the original sheep, and at
"I don't know." replied Gladys slowstrength and conformation,
same time will give a good, marketable
bas had to tight bard, but
limita.—Ex.
certain
within
tbe ly. "Harold
that
in
this
is
It
lamb.
of
way
15 vears expert Watchleg
1 could like blm better If
to produce epring —1 believe
hopes
department
maker with
more like you. You say a felHow little the wisest know abou lamb in time for Christmas. Experi- he were
Kennard &Co., Boston what a season may bring forth. Only ι mente have already been made in breed low deserves credit Just for the hard
"Did
the twr
on.
few weeks ago we all knew that
ing wool on these goat-like sheep. things he does," she went
up the grasi Some have been crossed with a merino you ever have any hard things to do?"
dry seasons had burnednever
All Work
:
like
half
be
that it looked
roots aud there would
ram, and the result is
"Not yet." he answered. "Everything
Οuaranteed.
till they had beei 1 a felt-covered sheep. About half the
crop on the old fields
at college was easier to do than not to,
Thi:
is
seeded.
half
bair.—Washingcoat is wool and
turned over and newly
but"—
A lit'le out of the wa; r was proclaimed from far and near, wit! ton letter in Country Gentleman.
"But what?"
wha
see
let's
Well,
none to dispute it.
but it pays to walk.
us t
"I'm not going back to school."
a setwithout
happened. May and June brought
weaned
is
that
cult
A
revived
"Not going back!" she echoed. "Why
WATCHES. CLOCK! I lot of rains and the old fields Wher back and is carried through its first
not?"
and July saw a great hay crop?
AND JEWELBY.
ration of oats and
liberal
a
with
winter
an< I
is the wise man?—Turf, Farm
ί
* ita lir.
"It's father," be answered.
"Çe*·
bran, la half made.
Cannenter, Norway, Vainc.
Home.
If '.r.

000=

3Q00

look at the conditions which
prevail in the Pacific Statee and com·
Ideib in Life.
pare them with those prevailing here.
(Paper read by tier ruMe 1 Burrows, wrtttei I need
not nay anything of eastern clifor Pouioua tirante at East Raymond )
mate and soil.
The potential posxibili·
We are always discussing in Grange
ties of the soil are well known and abunmeeting our work ; the different methodi , dant
opportunities are made known to
in farming or the utility of certain prod
show what they can produce. Yuu have
ucts and invention?.
the evidence before you. We know our
"Work for the night is coming" seem.'
climate and we know we have a much
to be the keynote of all our talk, and J
more suitable climate than that in many
have wondered why we did not some
of the country.
times change the tune to "Play fur tin parts
A friend of mine in the middle west
night is coming!" and discuss how aur
ban been corresponding with me, and
when our recreations, our so-calîed id I*
one of the questions which came up bemoments—our ideal· in life—for we al!
tween ns relates to the fact that they
have in our dim way, idea's other (bar
have had such constant fruit failures in
earning our daily bread, or covering oui
the west. He admits that the occasional
backs with olothe*.
variations of weather cause these failWe have all been in the habit of think
ures and
often decide the point
ing such topics as milcb cows, sweei whether theyshall have a fruit
crop or
they
corn, sitting hens, and muck beds of sc
not.
Sometimes the weather hits the
supreme information that one can see on
fruit crop at tho wrong time.
what very delicate ground he tread·»,
Now if you will look over the failures
who as much as hints that these are not
due the weather in this part of the coun
after all the chief things in life.
will find that they are comparaBut these occupy all of our time, yon try you
tively few. If you will look over the
may say, and why are tbey not the prinfailures
due to wea'her in the middle
ciple things of life? Because we our- west and northwest
you will find they
selves are of «morte importance than the
are frequent. That is a large asset in
best tilled farm*, the handsomest timber
jur favor, bo that we can see at the outlof, or the sunniest investment.
set that we are equal on the score of
You do not believe this perhaps; if
boil and climate. We will leave weather
you never have believed it or tried, you
<>ut of consideration.
probably are not.
No region or country can reach the
It is important that farmers should
acme of its possibility of producing fine
meet together and discuss matters and
fruit unless it has originated its own
improvements in agriculture or that race of fruits. New
England has done
merchants and brokers should discuss
that. In this great trial for perfection
im-thoda of business and outlooks of the
we have bad experiments going on and
market, but after all these things which
we have bad a sifting of varieties and a
are
learn
teach
seek
to
or
only
they
out of those unadapted to our
secondary value. They are but means dropping
conditions. Those remaining which are
to an end.
I
and tried are the ones to which
Ah, too many of us do not find the proved
We think it is we should stick.
true value of living.
A UO wueici M £t UWCi uaa lUUlC ouiiou.uu
something to be toiled for, to be purwhich gives hie fruit a fiuer finish, but
chased at some distant day when we can
their methods add much to the Datura)
save enough ahead.
conditions. That is exactly where we
» or κ aoa save πιικβ » ttjiicu'im ι·μ»ιι
fail. We do not put so good finish oo
to drive but when they take the bit** in
the fruit as is possible by applying
their tee»h and run with a man through
methods which the experiineot stations
life be will reach old age aod «till never
and all those whose business it is to
arrive at the desired haven, happiness.
work it out have shown to be desirable.
We should work and save for a purNow what are the real possibilities of
love
and
should
not
for
a
pose,
passiou
fruit growing? We have studied the ecoIf our work in of
our chosen work.
nomical question in Now York and we
great importance then our recreation
lind that taking some of the failures aud
should be equally as important and
working from zero there is a graduation
ueedful. If we hope to accomplish anyupward to a gross return of five hundred
thing we must be systematic, we should dollars
per acre, with occasional isolated
also be systematic in oar recreations.
instances of a much greater profit, the
How mistaken is the person whose
measure coming somewhere midsole idea of the value of living is to larger
between these points. This profit
way
be
time
of
the
think he or she must all
comes from following known methods
what they call busy at something like
of cultivation. The man who has such
his
aud
twirled
sat
man
who
the old
a profit has followed the teachings of
thumbs all day, first one way, then anexperience and adapted them to his own
other.
conditions.
I still remember of being told my
duty by a frank relation of this belief.
Dairy Products at State Fairs.
Hut I can see how threadbare, how
in the
Several important changes
fretful and narrow are the lives of s.irne
list for dairy products have
of those so-called busy ones, and how
ren made this year by the Maine State
little sunshine they have ever let come
Maine Fair
into their lives or hearts, how little they Fair and also the Central
The important position
have known or cared, except for gain, Association.
for the great mother nature so bountiful Maine holds among other New England
is
—of her rest fulness, her strength, her States as a producer of sweet cream
recognized by the offering of generous
soul lifting power.
and sweet
A summer or two ago I remember of premiums for market milk
are to be divided
taking some women, who were past the cream. All premiums
exhibits scoring S5
prime of life, into the shady woods pro rata among
have
where the brook ran amoug green mossy points and over. Arrangements
to have a suitable room set
stones, aud here we ate our lunch, beeD made
exhibits.
listening to the soft babble of the little apart for dairy
These premiums were secured as a restream and to the voices of unseen songtaken by the Maine Dairysters or watched the dragoo-tly Hit here sult of action
meu's Association at its last annual
aud there above the water.
These women all said: "This brings session, when the executive committee
was directed to take up with the several
me back to wheu 1 was a child aud used
state fairs the premiums offered for
to play in just such a brook as this."
the methods adopted
Why not be brought back more often dairy products and
little
then to oi>r childhood days, when living in handling the exhibits. Some
worries were unknown time ago a conference was held with the
was play, when
trustees of these two fairs by the execuand life was always fresh'?
with the above results.
Why not make life larger, sweeter and tive committee,
It was also arranged to have a representamore elastic and seek other kuowledge
tive of the D.tiry Division of the Departthan the knowledge of gaiu?
and the Maine
Perhaps we are dreaming and waiting ment of Agriculture in
charge of the
for some distant day when we will be Dairymen's Association
more at leisure aud happier, or richer.
dairy exhibits. This representative will
for the
1 can truly predict that we will never be present during the entire fair
be younger than now and probably not purpose of carrying on demonstrations
aud answering questions concerning the
more at leisure or richer.
We will never have leisure unless we exhibits. Every effort will be made to
its
take leisure, aud we will never go any- make the work educational in all
features.
where unless we start.
It is for the interest of tho dairymen
Shall we have to have some one from
adopted by
a distant city come and tell us of the of the state tlat the plan
shall bo made successful.
beauty and lest that can be found on our these two fairs
is to
the
of
distribution
we
The
Will
premiums
lakes»?
and
our
streams
In Is, by
wait till the stranger crowds our shores be made on a pro rata basis so that
with his summer cottages? The popular every person who exhibits milk of fair
•hfinition of success in life shifts with market quality will receive some recomto pay
succeeding generations, but never have pense sufiicient in all probability
health and hap transportation and auy other charge
of
the
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Fruit

At a Boston Chamber of Commerce
bonquet, held a few weeks ago, Professor
John Craig of Cornell University spoke
on the subject of the superior advantages New England enjjye in the matter
of soil, climate, weather conditions and
location for the growing of fruit. He
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and hurried over to where she was

sitting.

"Won't you come for an auto ride,"
he pleaded. "Just for old times' sakefor the sake of thoso old songs you
were

playing?"

"I was thinking of old times," said
Mabel as she rose and followed him

down to the gate. "Do you remember
the time you manfeuvered to get me In
the back sent with Beth," she went on
mischievously as he helped her to the
driver's seat.
"That was a different Harold," he
said. "Those old days seeui like a
dream more than they do like part of
my real life."
"You have changed," said Mabel,
eying him approvingly.
"And I have you to thank for It," he
said. "You have made a man of me,
Mabel. I used to think of nothing but
(ny own good times, but now—well,

you've taught me to look at things differently. Did you hear about—about
what's been going on at Iowa City?"

a

The

Greek

plankton

kinds of plankton, the vegetable, or phytoplankton, and the animal,
As In the world of
or zoopiankton.
higher organisms, the animal feeds
are two

upon the vegetable. The importance
of the phytoplankton to the life of
the sea depends upon the fact that,
like the leaves of laud plants, It has
the faculty, under the intluence of
light, of assimilating inorganic substances and rendering them available
for the food of animals.—Youth's Com-

panion.
Curieus Street Name*.
The list of curious street names |t>
Bermomlsey possesses
inexhaustible.
Near Gray's
a I'lckle Herring street.
inn there Is to be found a Cold Bath
lanes
square. Most of the Nightingale
and Fiove lanes are hidden ironically
euoiiuh In the slums of the east end.
Rut for really bizarre street names
The Short
one should ifo to Brussels.
Street
Street of the Long Chariot, the
of the Bed Haired Woman and the
Sireet of Sorrows are remarkablp
enough to catch the least observant
The Street of the One Person is
eye
liar
as one might guess, considerably
But the cream
rower than Whitehall
of Brussels street names surely be
longs to the Street of the Uncra'-ked
This in the origiua.
Silver Cocoa nut
as one ponderous thirty six

appears
letter word.—I»ndon Chronicle.

Carrying a Bundle.
A stylish looking woman who looked
η
as If she had rather die than carry
bundle that wouldn't go Into a hand
tyig weut Into the women's suit depart

of a big store lugging a paste
txiard box half as biK as htTself. Othe:
customers present wondered at her uu
dignified action, but the saleswomat'
incut

did not wonder.
"There Is oue time when the proud
est woman on earth will curry a bun
die," she said. 'That Is when sum*
garment has been sent buiue finisho
off badly and has to be brought back
for alterations. If the customer woiil<
only telephone to the store we wouU
send for tho garment, but thai iv«ul<
take time. Shu wants It finished with
out delay, aud rather than wall sli·
it down herself."—New Yorl

brings

Sun.

tue piuNCE saur αγ the bihd

down the cliff into the boat, which imlunli.itely inowd off of its own accord.
On ti n«] un the hunt km I led until the
prince coulii nee on the horizon tho
great rock described hy the geuie.
The boat grounded nshore and ho

leaped out.
Not a given tiling was to be seen on
the island, nothing txit the bare rock
rising sheer to the sky.
l'erjuesed. t lie prince sat down on a
tint stone, when suddenly he became

aware that the sun s»«enied to have
ceased sbiniug.
Raising his head, ho
beheld a terrible bird above him. its
wings were as bi^r as sails; each wiclc·
(•<1 tali·:· was as long as sis lingers; its
beak was long and sharp and pointed;
tiie head was massive and shaped like

that of an owl.

Hastily grasping his bow, the prineo
shot au arrow at tlie bird with all his
strength, but, though it struck tho
black. glossy plumage of the bird, it
broke as though made of glass.
With horrible cries the bird pounced
asupon him. seized him In Its talons,
cended with him to a point far ubove
the sea and then released its hold.
The prince plunged Into the water
with a force that dam] him so that
he was barely able to swim to land.

lie rested In the boat, discouraged
but not yet daunted.
Just theu he saw the bird leaving
the nest, accompanied by her brood of
little ones.
Kitting another shaft to
This
his bow, he shot once more.
time the arrow struck one of the

young birds, last in line, and etunued
it so that it fell on the shore Just by
the boat.
Hurriedly picking up the bird, which
was lurger than a man, he bound It to
bis back in such a way that the talons
could do him no harm when the bird
recovered and then crouched low beneath It.
Soon the

parent bird missed her
and, looking about her,
finally sighted it on the shore. Swooping down with shrill cries, she caught
young

one

It in her claws aud rose to her nest.
The prince, who was bound to the
young bird, of course, went too.
The nest was α dark cavern In tLo

very summit of the rock, right among
the clouds. As soon as the prince felt
his feet touch the ground he hastily
cut the cords that bound him to the

bird and gliucd silently Into the other

end of the cavern.
There, amid ghastly skeletons and
remains of awful feasts, he saw the

precious parchment. Leaping forward,

he caught It np and pressed It to hie
heart
No sooner had be secured the paper

than he saw tho genie standing before
him.
"Too have done well." rumbled the
old familiar tones. "Princess Corleand·
Is

yours."

Hi· Trick.
A pearl belonging to her brooch had
got fastened In the lace of her collar.
He offered to disentangle It.
"That's a great trick of mlue,*· he
vald as he wrestled with It. "Separat-

ing pearls from"—

she Interrupted in a fright
"No." said he; "from laces."—New

"People'/"

Alaska's Coast Region.
The coast region of Alaska has r.
mild climate, not colder than thi
northern part of Puget sound or of
Scotland. The stand of trees Is dense
for considerable areas 2T>.ihk

York Press.

Knew What H· We· Doing.
Rooky (from whom old gent has joet

received 5 sovereigns at 4 to 1)—
Now. then. Santa Claus, what are you
biting 'em for? Do you think I'd give

averaging
feet per acre, Sitka spruce forming you wrong uns? Old Gent—Noa, lad·
about 20 per cent of the stand and dy. It's no that; I'm Just making sure
western hemlock about 75 per cent
that I haven't got that one back which
Although by far the most abtiudant I passed off ou tbeel— London Panch.
8 pec I es, western hemlock does not pro
duce as large Individual trees as tbi
A Poultry Fable.
on
athletic
events,"
to
betting
stop
the forThe ben returned to her nest and
spruce or western red cedar,
ever
didn't
you
she replied.
"Wby
mer occasionally showing a diametet
round It empty.
write and tell me what you were doof six feet with a height of 150 feet
"Very funny." said she; "T can never
ing?"
diameters of from three Hnd things where 1 lay there."—Lippla·
cedar
the
and
"I thought you'd And out anyway If
to four fMt
cotfs.

"I read in the paper something
About a big mass meeting where Harold Du Val made a speech the like of
which had never been beard at the
university before and where the students agreed unanimously to put a

—ι

c

y ..
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West Paris.
The new addition to the school house
la raised and boarded and will soon be
ΓΗΕ DOINQS OP THE WEEK IN ALL
ready lor the roof. J. H. Cole has
charge of the work.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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FOR GOVERNOR,

BERT M. FERNALD,
of Poland.

For 5tate Auditor.

CHARLES P. HATCH,
of

For

Augusta.

Representative to Congress.

*

JOHN P. SWASEY,

was

of Norway

ALBERT J. STEARNS,

For Clerk of Courts.

CHARLES Κ WHITMAN,

of

Norway

County Treasurer.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,

of Paris.

For Register of Deeds.
J. HASTINGS BEAN.

of Paris

For

...

Register of Deeds. Western District.
of Fryeburg.
ΒΓ Κ LIT BILLARD,
For

For County Commissioner for six years,
of Lovell.
GEORGE W. WALKER.
For County Commissioner for two years.
of Sumner.
WELLINGTON H. E ASTMAN,
of Stoneham.

For Representatives to the Legislature.
ofNorway.
IU6BHII UtMIWSk
of Sum ford.
STANLEY Bl*BEE,
of Pari·*.
ALTON ( .WCUILBK,
of Bethel.
NATHANIEL Ε BROWN.
of Waterford.
AUGUSTUS G. MORSE.
HEN *Y R. ROBINSi »N.

£. CHANDLER BUZZ ELL,

to

Monday

were

won

to

C.

Λ.

of Peru.

of

Fryeburg.

Comlnz Events.
β.—Oxford Pomona ίί ranje.· Bell 'lay,
county (air tfroun'la.
12
—state election.
Sept.
Sep». IS. 14,IS.—Oxford County fair.
Sept 20, .'1, ϋ.—Androscoggin Valley fuir, CanΛ UK-

more

violent

Augusta.

Mrs. Jarvis Thayer of Paris spent Sunday at her fathers, George Marshall's.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Willis and Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Bardeo, accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. C. N. Tubbs and Mr. and Mrs.
James Tubbs of Norway took a trip by
autos to Gorham, Ν. H., Sunday. They
enjoyed a ride of one hundred aûd thirty
miles.
Frank Adkins of Portland was a guest
at F. L. Willis1 Sunday.
Dr. Wheeler went to Boston Wednesday to accompany a patient, Mrs. Harris
of Winthrop, Mass., who suffered a
paralytic shock when boarding at W.
Bisbee's in West Sumner.
Mrs. F. E. Wheeler and her father,
Mr. A. F. Williams, are visiting at their
old home in Bath.
Levi Shedd has purchased the dwelling house of Frank Reed on Maple
Street
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Willis, Mrs. Emma
Mann and Laura Barden took an auto
trip to Hebron Thursday.
A. S. Dunham has returned from a
several days1 camping trip with his son,
Fred Dunham and family of Rumford
Falls.
W. J. Curtis, Mrs. Curtis and children,
Gertrude and Willard, went to Portland
Saturday to visit Mr. Curtis' sister, Mrs.

by

Josephine Cole.

For State Senator,

For Sheriff.

adj.turned

Miss Nellie
form.
Marshall, nurse at the County Hospital
in Belfast, came home to accompany her

a

Knickerbocker and Miss
In the ferenoon a very
close match was played by Mr. Knickerbocker and Miss Cole against Mr. Clif
ford and Miss Kuth Potter, the former
winning by 2 up, 1 to play. In the afternoon the winuers in this match defeated
Raymond Atwood and Miss Helen Cole,
3 up, I to play. Following the tournaand cookies were
ment fruit punch
Miss
served at the club house bv
Miss Aunabel
Dorothea Carter aud
Potter and a social time enjoyed.
Ralph Hallett of Boston, is the guest
of relatives here.
Judge Potter is having a cement walk
put in front of his residence in place of
the old plank sidewalk, an improvement
that ought to be copied rXteUMvely.
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Jacob of Stamford,
Coun.. were guests of Mrs. Jacob's
father, Mr. Lewis M. Brown for a short
time last week.
Percival J. Parris of Philadelphia is
making his annual visit to the old home
here and to his mother. Mrs. Columbia
Parris, now in her ninety-seventh year.
Mrs. Parris is as well preserved mental
ly as a girl aud her recollection of earlier
She expects to
events is remarkable.
celebrate her one hundredth birthdaj.
Gen. Horatio C. King of Brooklyn, N.
Y., was at Paris Hill Wednesday ind
met a delegation of citizens at Cummings
Rev.

of Canton.

J. M ELVIS BARTLETT,

recently her condition has developed into

lor.

Proprietor*.

UKOBOK M. ATWOOD.

has been feeble minded from birth but

Baptist Church, Eev. Q. W. F. Hill, paaPreaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
it Τ Ά>.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Γ SO.
Covenant Meeting the laat rrlday before
All
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 P. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis! church, Rev.C. A. Knickerbocker,
MluUter. Preaching service at lu:45 A. M. Sun
tlay ; Sum lay School at 12 M.
Charles L. Case uf New York is with
hie family at their summer home here.
The annual meeting uf the Paris dill
Golf Club will be held at Academy Hall
on Wednesday evening of this week at
eight o'clock.
Η. K. Knickerbocker has established
his camp for the summer in the usual
place in H. P. Hammond's pasture east
Df the village. It was occupied Monday
and Tuesday of last week by a party con
sisting of Rev. and Mrs. C. Δ. Knickerbocker, Mr. Colburn, Mr. Walton, Miss
BurcLtield, Mi.-s Hamilton and the
Misses Potter.
The tinals in the golf tournament which
First

FORBES.

A

Delia Marshall, the eldest daughter of
George F. Marshall, was taken to the InShe
sane aeylum in Angusta Monday.

Selden.

Mrs. Hez»kiah Farrar was recently
called to Fredericton, N. S., by the illness of her father, Mr. Ross.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Swift, Miss Radcliffe, Tena Kimball, Helen Dexter and
Mabel Ricker are at camp Evergreen,
Locke's Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Penley are spending a few days at Bailey's Island.
Mrs. Annie Jacques Morse, son and
daughter of Boston have been recent
guests of their aunt, Mrs. J. H. Dunham.
Frank Morse of Boston is a guest at
J. H. Dunham's.
and grandMrs. Emeline Bickuell
daughter, Agnes Grey, are camping with
friends in Greenwood.
Mrs. Phila Shedd was in Portland

Tuesday.

West Sumner.
Bethel.
The Unlveraallat church held no aer· I The new arrival· at Rjemoor are
rice Sunday, July 81, and It will be DeaoooeM Byllesby, Deaconess Walker,
rioted during the month of August. Misa Badd and Ml·· Noone of PhiladelThe pastor, Rev. J. H. Little, and family] phia, Pa.
Mr·. Loalie Black and her mother,
ire spending the vacation at their oot-1

Mr·. Eelley, of Portland, are visiting
Mra. Adalbert Davenport.
circus drew quite
Mra. Francis Dunham I· in very poor
:rowd afternoon aod evening.
Misa Mildred Keen made a abort riait health. She has muscular rheumatism.
a her mother in Eaat Snmner, returning
Harry Bdgccome and wife of Auburn
Monday accompanied by her friend, Miaa are spending a few day· with Mr. and
Mr*. Alpbonzo Hazelton.
Palmer.
Mrs. Jennie Thomas, who Is still an
The thunder ahowera have been freInvalid, is with her slater, Mrs. Elsie
quent and heavy the paat week.
Miss Viola Dixon of South Preeport is I Barrows, for a week or two.
Dr. and Mrs. H. F. Atwood have reipeuding two weeka in Bethel at the
turned from their trip.
They came
Some of Mr. J. U. Purington.
Mr. Spencer Davia and Mr. Walter I home sooner than they expected.
Mrs. Florence Faies of Livermore,
Scott, who have been canvaaaing the
rillage for aluminum ware, have flniah- who has been visiting her parents, Mr.
sd their work here aod returned to Nor- and Mrs. Freeman Farrar, left for home
Friday.
way to work.
A thunder storm of great severity, be
the Eaatern Star

Harpawell.
Monday Harris1

age at

a]

|

|

Wednesday evening

gave an entertainment in Odeon Hall,
which was attended by a large audience.
The following program waa presented:

v»'

a.

,,vu

—

j

j

[

\

I

near-by

town·.
Cbioken thieve· were in evidence Sonand succeeded in getting away
lay
iere

and in

Mens' Suits Marked Down $2 to $5,

nigbt

vitb a half dozen ohoioe chick· beloogng to Mr. Artbur Deane.
Mr. and Mr·. Shurtleff of Boaton were
it Hotel Long Sunday and Monday.
Ο. B. Spaulding returned Saturday
in
rom a ten day·1 visit with relative·

Odd Trousers Reduced 20c to $1.
y[
the front. You can't do it
Straw and Panama Hats at 12c to
>ther way.. Please remember that I
$1 saved.
W. Walker & Son Boys' Knee Suits at a Discount of
nake this
specialty in their husi
50c to $1.
We carry big stock all the
irne. You
get anything in the
Knee Pants 10c to 25c beGas· Boys'
FVm Machinery line from
Manure Spreader
>line Engine
low regular.
and the
Garden

, he Maine farmer ia

forging right up
ar

'ο
Me.
Abble M. Pbinney, the ten-year-old ,
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Pbinney,
lied Sunday morning after a long illnes·.
The funeral was held from the late home
Tuesday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Lamb ,
ifficiatipç. Burial at the village cerne-

Caribou,

ery.
ι
Mrs. Cambridge of Boston is the guest
>f Mrs. Flak.
I less.
Mies Carrie Amback of Sabattue la the
1
juest of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Bicker.
Mr. Dan Emery and family spent Sunwith Mrs. Emery's brother, Mr.

ginning Wednesday night and lasting
until Thursday afternoon, passed over lay
this village. The rain fell in torrent*, ibirley Bonney of Oxford.
was a dance at the

1

a

a

can

a

to

or

hall Friday ; ι small
Cultivator,
There
the roads are washed out and in some
Uu-lc, Quartette, (Under direction of Dr.Wight ) [
ivening with a good attendance.
are well nigh impassable.
You will soon
jest there is made.
places
BURLESQUE—Fkkkmasombt Outdone.
Miss
aod
Evangeline
Herbert
Master
Rev. C. A. Hayden and wife of OakCast of Characters :
A.
Mrs.
and
This is our story at the present time. Can you afford to let thij
a
Paris
want
of
South
land were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. iVoodworth
Worshipful Mighty Gooee,
are guests of
to you if not
the saving of
They were on λ Haley of Lisbon Falls
dollar*.
Prudence Quackenboss. Hiram Howe Saturday.
pass. It is at least
r. and Mrs. Pottle at tbeir borne.
Most Worthy Propeller,
their way to Rumford Point where Mr.
we want to ciose out
that
stock
clean
are
These
beof Hingham, Mass.,
Perseverance Drlnkwater. |
D.
John
Long
Hayden preached Sunday.
Most Exalted Assistant Propeller,
their summer
in every si2c to ihow
arrive.
Rev C. G. Miller delivered his fare- with his family are at
fore our new fall
Mehltable Makepeace.
You can do
"or your fall
well sermon in the Universalist cburcb îome on North Hill.
Shining Majestic Bloodtaker,
Ann Maria Spitfire.
The reunion of the 23d regiment assobetter and a you.
much
Sunday to a full bouse. Many exprenspour
Guardian of Sacred Symbols,
and
plowing
for in his jiation will be held here Aug. 31st,
Hannah Toothacher. ed regret at his departure,
Treat deal easier with one than you
η connection with tbis meeting will be
Amanda Doollttle. seven years of summer pastorate in this
Keeper of Goat.
the summer
High and Mighty Piano Pounder,
he has won the respect and af- aeld tbe annual meeting of
village
:an to chase the old
walking
Luclnda Love.
veterans' association.
fection of the community.
Worthy and Admired Refreshment Committee,
has
been
one very
of
Dixfleld
Fred
Keene
And don't
Mr.
Patience and Hopeful Mann.
V. H. Holman and wife and son LyNORWAY.
SOUTH PARIS.
Sarene Shining Recorder,
Betsy Swashbuckte. man of Dixâeld spent a few days with visiting friends in town for a few days. item,
for the
can get
you
Candidate for lnltatlon,
of
Chelsea,
Mr!
Osborne
McConathy
last week.
Kben Stebblne of Walker's Mills, Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Barrett
here.
bis father who lives in nmchines you
rhe Gosling and Mother Goose.
A barn at the lower end of the village Mass., with
at Hotel Long.
are
struck
Louisville,
Ky.,
by
belonging to N. C. Ford was
The Baptist cboir will give a concert
Miss Marlon Haskell of Norway. lightning
Violin Solo,
Thursday afternoon. The
Aug. 12,
barn, which is quite a distance from Mr. it tbe cburcb Friday evening,
the nroceeds to go for the purchase of j
Ford's dwelling house, was burned toCOM Ε η Τ—Elopement op Ellen. 3 Acts.
OF THE
of
will
consist
The program
Cast of Characters :
gether with the carriage house, ben music.
solos and readings.
Maine.
sboruses,
South
quartets,
Paris,
about
and
house
ice
thirty-five
Richard Ford, a devoted young husband,
house,
Miss Lucy Townsend of Waterville is
Freil Merrill. I
tons of bay and farming tools. One
Ethel Richardson.
home of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Molly, hie wife,
on the rack was saved, visiting at the
of
load
small
hay
Robert Shepherd, Molly's brother,
F. Rawson.
Durwood Mason. 'rhô™ «os nn itnnlr in the barn at the
Mrs. Maude Bates of Boston is with
Max Ten Eych, a chum of Roberts,
time except two calves, which with the
Herbert C. Rowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H.
you who read this have never
and bens were saved as was also her parents,
I
hogR
Eth
Marck,
Waterbury.
Dorothy
for a two weeks' visit.
Edith Hastings. some of the farm machinery. Loss Bridgham,
If not, let us suggest that you
June Haverlll, Wesllelv's '06,
account
a
bank
The heavy rain of Thursday did con·
John Hume, (Sector of St. Agnes),
estimated at $1500; insurance 9000.
Show their first symptoms in the
Jameson Finney.
You will find it helpful in
to the roads in town
the
siderable
damage
Crockett
A.
try
of
W.
The farm buildings
alone should
fact
That
washed out two email bridges in the
eyes.
across the street were covered with and
the fact that your monfrom
Aside
just
ways.
many
Piano Solos between the acts by Mrs. Garey
establish your confidence in the imin west end and moved about ten tons of
sparks and cinders as the wind blewwas
and Miss Doris Frost.
and fire, such a habit
theft
from
safe
be
will
hay from the intervale of C. M. Heald.
ey
At one time it
of
that direction.
having yonreys properportance
Mr. and Mrs. Davia Lovejoy are taking
The
burn.
to
have
would
and a general
tends to thrift, economy,
thought they
ly examined on the first appearance
North Buckfleld.
a short vacation.
men formed a bucket brigade and by
of
discomfort.
business
of
friends
principles, all of
Mrs. Mary Chandler is visiting
understanding
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Ricker of Hartconstantly wetting the house it was
here.
ford are spending a few days at F. K. WE HAVE THE
eaved.
It also affords ;
which are essential to success.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings and sister of Heald's.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
INSTRUMENTS
of bills ; an
the
for
of
method
convenient
and
wife
payment
Monbaby
Paris Hill called at E. G Doble's
George Dunham,
A letter from a cousin in Roxbury,
necessary for making the fullest
to see Mrs. Lydia Doble, an aged Massachusetts, are visiting at Mrs. C. B.
and
returned
day
are
checks
as
the
Mass., nays, "Our aunt, Mrs. Martha D.
scientific eye examinations, and
lady of South Paris, who is spending a Dunbams's.
■
the
amounts
for
serve
as
Wright (nee Packard) is in poor health, few weeks with her step-eon, E. U.
is
to
receipts
an
you, they
William Tucker,
aged citizen,
nothing is loft undone that can be
but withal a wonderful woman," also a
feeble at this writing.
Doble.
quite
our
letter from Elmira, Ν. Y., says,
done to find the cause of trouble.
F. E. Tainter of Lewiston has placed a
Mrs. Frank Harris, who has been ill at
brother, S. G. Packard, a natural me- W. 'Γ. Biebee'e for some weeks, was
We offer you good service, courtesy, liberpiano in J. M. Miilett's for trial..
chanic and workman at most anything,
S.
Miss Eola Swallow spent several day* ι
taken by her daughter, Mrs. C. E. Huland stability and every accommodation
ality
is suffering from rheumatism, so he gets
bert, to her home in Winthrop, Mass., last week with her friend, Ellen Cole of
but a little sleep.
!
consistent with
Mrs. Harris, whose left side Buckfleld.
Thursday.
Baker, junk peddler from Auburn, is
Ada Turner of South Paris recently
paralyzed, was placed on a cot in an
was here recently.
auto and taken to Buckfleld, where a visited her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. E. Grover was in this vicinity the
She was also C. B. Keene.
!
Business (9 a. π. to a »»· n.
car was in waiting.
3d inst. with tine specimens of nursery parlor
1.15 P. M.
{.Saturday» closetheat noon
S. J. Spaulding has been quite sick
her daughter's husband,
accompanied
by
nours :
hour.
( Open through
stock iu cut.
j
C. E. Hulbert, and Dr. Wheeler, who with tonsilitis.
Wm, Farwoll went to Portland the
from
relatives
M.
Millett's
Mrs.
J.
has been her attending physician.
2d inst, and returned. Mr. Parwell has
SOUTH PARIS.
Mrs. Effie Robinson, who is keeping Nebraska and Massachusetts are v'sit-1
BANK
a fine assortment of cultivated berries
for W. E. Chandler, is in poor ing her.
house
which meet with a ready sale at Bethel
been
have
and
vacation
week's
Smith
is
a
I.
A.
family
health. She
taking
MAINE.
OF
village.
which she will spend in the open air as camping at North Pond.
Thursday, August 4th, is a rainy day much as possible.
The opening dates of the State Norma)
in the full sense. Growlers, keep quite
Browafield.
Schools are as follows:
until the sunshines again, as nature is
West Bethel.
dark
is
a
showery,
To-day, Thursday,
made lovely by the combination of both
State Normal School, AUG. 23.
Aroostook
"My friends, when you go to camp meeting,
disagreeable day.
shade and sun and rain.
Where of heavenlv things they are treating,
SEPT. 6.
Mrs. Blanche Cole of Arlington, Mass., Eastern Slate Normal School,
And where trees ami sinners are thickest;
Little Blanche with Ellen P. Kimball
Bear this maxim In mind, where thou crowdest, and her son Harold, are stopping at Wa· h
ffton State Normal School, SEPT. 12.
recently took a trip up Sunday River for •Tie not he shouts "Amen" loudest
Reuben Linscott's.
a few days.
We parsed the old homeWill get Into Heaven the quickest,
on State Normal School, SEPT. 13
Mrs. Rowe is visited by her grandstead of our soldier uncle, who lived What Rood will come of your spouting,
SEPT. 14.
Weste η Slate Normal School,
Massachusetts.
children
from
What eood will do all your shouting,
there when he eulisted in the war of
If from the straight path you still roam?
the sick ones in this village is For citalog* and all information regard
Among
1801 and has recently lost hie buildings If abroad you the Gospel dispense,
Mrs. J. Fogg. The other sick ones are
inn tbe school» address the principles.
lnteuse,
by fire at South Paris. It is lamentable In α language and manner
Don't dispense with the Gospel at home."
improving.
W. 0. Mallett. Farmlngton.
that now after years of service for his
has
Mr. F. G. Ham
A. F. Richardson, Castlne.
recently purchased
Old potatoes are becoming scarce.
country and an upright life, he is alone,
time is W. E. Russell, Oorham.
THIS VERY POPULAR line of shoes is growing more
eve)
Copious and refreshing showers fell an automobile. We think the
San Lorenzo Merriman, Presque Isle.
deaf, and no one seemingly to care for
of
the
when
far
not
distant
people
82 4
William L. Powers, Machlas.
him or comfort him, but Uncle Sam is here Thursday.
are the bist that can be : aJ.e for
reason
is
and
the
be
will
Brownfleld
month,
it
had
perhaps
surprised,
The drouth was broken before
mindful of him and he gets a good penfrightened if they eappen to meet an old
fairly reached this town.
sion.
horse.
of
E.
McKeen
Everett
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Whydou't Uncle Sam give us a penRev. Mr. Peterson, the new pastor, is
sion who have taught seventy schools Bethel Hill visited in this village Sunday. I
Everybody to save their RAOS, RUBMr. and Mrs. E. S. Swift have gone to occupying the parsonage.
and ever had our flag in view in teachMail
BERS AND METALS for me.
and
in
Rumford
Lewiston.
childreo
visit
ing the young ideas bow to shoot.
North Waterford.
Manufacturers of ot α high
Josiah P. Swett and family have movorders promptly attended to. I also buy and are better than some that cost more.
Xow is the time for absent ones to
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Seavy and
of
Cross
on
house
A.
into
the
ed
Henry
their
come back to their country homes on a
NORMAN N. KLAIN,
Poultry.
buying them
grade shoes pay the Sorosis a great
daughter Hazel from Jackson, Mich.,
vacation and enjoy the beauties of na- the North side of the railroad.
Box
Maine.
817,
Norway,
Flint's.
32-lyr.
at
Bert
the
guests
Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean has recently have been
That proves to us the superiority of this line ut" I '.wear.
own families.
ture in old Oxford County among the
been on the sick list, and under the Mr. Seavy is here to attend the soldiers'
hills of Maine.
PHOBATE NOTICE*.
also
Island.
at
reunion
a
We
They
Long
Twaddle.
treatment of Dr. John A.
large line of them
carry
To all persons Interested Id either of the estate*,
Oxford.
Edward S. Smith has so far recovered visited at his cousin's, Parris Paige's.
hereinafter named :
The Bisbeetown school reunion will
At a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation, in
Thomas Lanagan, an operative in the from his recent illness as to ride to the
and for the County of Oxford, on the fourth
be held*the 27th of Aug.
woolen mill, was taken before the Muni- village, and do some work on his farm.
of Augu»t, tn the year of our Lord one
day
Tena McAllister is at home. She has
Noah H. Palmer of Lovell was in town
The followthousand nine hundred and ten.
cipal Court at Norway last week and
been stopping several weeks at Sidney ing matter navlng been presented for tbe action
a
nuruwho
for
his
!
and
last
wife,
week,
flned 93.00 and costs for drunkenness.
Lovell.
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby
in
carHatch's,
been
has
of
months
ber
assisting
He was afterward held for the October
( >KI>KREI>
Eugene Andrews is repairing the store
That notice thereof be given to ail persona In
term on a charge of assault with inteQt ing for her sister, Mrs. Vienna Holt, acthat Harry Sawin keeps.
tertMted by causing a copy of this order to be
companied him to their home.
to kill.
sisiiublished
threo weeks successively In the Oxat
her
is
Wheeler
Alice
stopping
The buildings on what has long been
ford Democrat, a newspaper publlsned at South
Alpheus Morse has been taken to the
in ter's, Mrs. Lucius McAllister's.
In said County, that they may appear at a
insane asylum at Augusta. Dr. W. B. known as the Artemas Mason farm
Paris,
Mrs. Rilla Marston is visiting her Probate Court to be bold at Rumford, on the
Tolophono 11Β·8.
Mason, owned by Ernest H. Morrill of
[laikell went with him.
Mrs. Sidney Hatch, of Lovell. thirtieth day of August, A. D. 1910, at 9 of the
The Robinson Manufacturing Co.'s that town, were burned by lightning daughter,
clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
mill is about to shut down for two early Thursday morning. The barn conthey see cause.
Peru.
tained fifty tons of hay. No insurance
weeks to put in a new engine.
are almost tbrongh hay- Mary Ann Stevens late of Fryeburg, defarmers
The
or
on
hay.
buildings
A family from Lynn, Mass., came on
ceased; will and petition for probate the eof
ing in this vicinity.
anil the appointment of Augustus ». Walker,
Aug. 1st, to spend two weeks at the
Irma Kidder and Grace
Kidder,
Sumner.
Irving
or som·' other suitable person, as administrator
Parrott cottage on the shore of Lake
over on
went
with the will annexed presented by Annette
f'onant
raspberrying
visof
North
Paris
Mrs.
Webb
Laura
Thompson.
Chandler, daughter.
Hill yesterday and returned with
0. G. Andrews of Gardiner came last ited her brother, Edwin Bonney and S«very
good luck.
Orvllle K. Barrows late of Hartford, deweek to visit his brother, F. B. Andrews, family, last week.
Mrs. Walker's boarders returned home
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
Mm. Kate Morrill and son Merlin of
who is quite ill.
presented by Lucy F. Barrows, the executrix
the
30th.
Edward Preble Paunoe, a native and Buckfleld, has been visiting relatives and
t:.ereln named.
Miss Elizabeth Gleaeon from Mexico
for a long time a resident of the town, friends in this place.
Joseph Frye late of Oxford, deceased ; petiis visiting her aunt, Mrs. Pratt.
Mrs. Chas. Abbott and daughter,
died Saturday, July 30, at Readileld, at
tion that Walter E. Frye, or s.me other suitEthel Robinson ie spending her sumable person, be appointed as administrator of
the home of his sister, Mrs. Ambrose, Doris, of Abington, Mass., are visiting
mer vacation at home.
the estate of said deceased presented by said
after a long illness. Aged 65 years. relatives here.
Walter E. Frye.
son are cutting
and
Robinson
Mr.
Willis Ames and familv has crone to
He was in the hospital at Lewistoo for
their meadow in Carthage.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
COAT AND PANT8.
treatment, but a short time before his South Paris to live.
A true copy—attest :
The marriage of Miss Ethel B. Kidder
death was removed to tbe house of Mr.
Mrs. C. Δ. Bonney, who has been
W.HERT D. PARR, Regtetcr
now
to Mr. Pliny Mower was solemnized at
quality,
and Mrs. Ambrose, where he received working at East Sumner has returned
Wincbendon, Mass., June 23d, where they
6.80
now
9.00 quality,
NOTICE.
tbe kindest care and attention. He was home.
will make their home.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
6.29
Otis Curtis and wife of West Tarie
now
8.60
bronght to Oxford for burial and bis
Miss Mildred Walker gave a birthday bos been duly appointed executor of the last
funeral was held at the M. E. church on was in this placo recently, calling on
4.76
6.00
now
will and testament of
party on her twentieth birthday.
ALVIN L. LUDDEN late of Canton,
Monday, Rev. Mr. Roberts officiating. relatives.
in the County of Oxford, deceased, an I given
Masonic services were held and the T.
Another heavy thnnder shower passed
Locke's
bonds as tbe law directs. A il persons having
A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., of which he over this place Aug. 2d.
Alma and Winona Noyés are visiting demands against the estate of said deceased are
was a member, and the W. R. C. were
desired to present the same for settlement, and
their aunt, Mrs. W. W. Coolidge. Mrs. all indebted thereto are
Albany.
now
requested to make payMr. and Mra. Ambrose and
quality,
present.
Luc'mda Small of Berlin, N. H., is also a ment Immediately.
Mrs. Addie Conner is visiting her
their daughter, Mina, were here.
2.35
now
3.00
lot!·. 1910. 32 4 SILAS L. WRIGHT.
of Mrs. Coolidge.
July
guest
The members of T. A. Roberts Post, brother, David Millett of Oxford.
1.96
now
2.60
who is at the LewisCharles
quality,
Parnham,
A. 0. Bean of New Sharon has been
G. A. R., attended the funeral of Joseph
NOTICE.
ton Hospital, is reported to be gaining
1.39
now
2.00 quality,
Prye, which wan held at Welcbville on visiting relatives in town.
that
be
The
subscriber
notice
and will soon be at home.
hereby elves
S. G. Bean is cutting the hay on the
bas been duly appointed administrator with
Saturday, July 30th.
Mrs. George Tirrell and son Lewis are tbe will
annexed of the estate of
John Chadbourne is quite ill from the old Lawrence farm.
relatives
at
Bethel.
JULIA E. LUDDEN late of Canton,
A good number from this town attend- visiting
effects of a sun stroke.
Mrs. Lizzie Demand is spending a few In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Rollie Walker of Portland is visiting ed Pomona Grange at South Waterford
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
now 50c
76c quality,
at Norway and Wolchville.
days
demands against the estate of said deceased are
last Tuouday.
relatives here.
and Miss Grace desired to present the same for settlement, and
50c quality, ....
now 39c
Mr.
Addison
Bryant
Mrs. Lowell and daughter of Harrison
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Clough have
Morse of Milton spent Sunday at David all Indebted thereto are requested to make paymoved to Bethel.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Elden.
ment Immediately.
Poster's.
Louise Cummings is working for Mrs.
July 19th, 1!·ΐη. 32-4 SILAS L. WRIGHT.
Miss Lorna Littlebale is at the Eye
Walter Canwell.
East Bethel.
and Ear Infirmary in Portland for treatTOWN OF PARIS.
well.
kinds
are
of
all
looking
now
Crops
A number of handsome deer have
$2.00 quality,
Miss Littlement for a throat trouble.
Bveryooe is getting more than the usual hale is one of our
been seen in this vicinity.
1.00
1.50
now
teachers,
popular
amount
of
TRANSPORTATION.
bay.
Mr. C. M. Kimball visited Portland
several terme here.
having
taught
1.00
now
76c
On
tbe
Thursday,
1,1910,
Sept.
last Tuesday.
Mason.
A heavy hail storm passed over this Schtol Committee of the town of Superintending
Paris will con39c
now
50c quality,
Mrs. Ο. E. Jones has returned from
D. W. Cushing was in Waterford Sun- place Tuesday about noon. The corn elder bids for the transportation of pupils for
19c
now
25c quality,
work at J. A. Thurston's.
and some other crops were slightly dam- tbe ensuing term or terms In the following dis31.
tricts, viz steams 1111) to Hollow School; WhitMiss Elsie Bartlett is entertaining a day, July
A few of this place attended the circus aged.
te m ore to Paris Hill School; Hooper Road to
friend from Massacbusetts.
South Paris Village Schools: Mountain to King
North ParU.
Miss Gladys Ruesell of Hanover has Monday.
School: Tubbs to King School; Hall Pond to
A. E. Tyler is shingling his barn.
been the guest of ber friend, Miss Eva
Prank Webb has been visiting South Parts Village Schools; Bol iter to South
Mrs.
Stephen Westleigh is at work in her brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Paris Village Schools. Information In regard to
Bean, for a few days.
these routes may be had of the Superintendent
Bethel.
of 8cho >la. Tbe right la reserved to reject any
Mr. J. W. Bean visited the Soldiers'
Edwin Bonney of Sumner.
Clothier and Furnisher,
Ervio Hutchinsod has finished cutting
All bids must be in writing and
Home at Togus, Me., the past week.
Mrs. Lida Perkins and three children or sll bids
bis hay on Bessie Mill's farm.
sent 11 the Superintendent of Schools before tbe
Mr. Fred Cole of Washington, D. C.,
of Brewer have been visiting her sister, above dat··.
31
Ε. H. Morrill's building known as the
lias joined his family here for a month's
Mrs. A. D. Andrews.
SUPERINTENDENT OF 8CHOOLS
0. G. Mason place, was struck by lightÎ2-5
For
the
town
of
Paris.
is
vacation.
Prof. W. W. Andrews of Portland
and burned with 45 tons of hay and
and
Mrs.
his parents, Mr.
Mr. R. C. Clark of Saugus, Mass., has ning
T. E. Westleigh, visiting
one good farm wagon.
Andrews.
America
his
joined
family here for a vacation. who was living in the house, saved must
Misses Alberta, Delia and May Elwell
They are visiting relatives at Bethel and of bis
goods. No insurance.
and Miss Zilpha Porter went to Locke's
Gorham, Ν. H., this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lyon of RumMills to pick berries for H. L. Maxim.
Denmark.
ford are spending a short vacation with
Miss Alberta Elwell and Miss Porter hAve
Last Saturday in a thunder shower,
returned home.
Mrs. Lyon's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Mr. Fred Sanborn had two barns and
Miss Iona P. Littlebale, who has been
Bartlett, also will visit Portland, Old stable struck by lightning and were
the teacher's summer school
Orchard and Gorham, Me.
burned down together with 100 tons of ittending
it Gorbam, Me., has returnod home.
bull
and
two
West Buckfield.
hogs,
bay, farming tools,
Insured for
Loss heavy.
Miss Ethel Hardy of South Paris is at and goat.
Lovell.
$800.
S. Ε Briggs' for a few days.
The number of summer residents and
of
and
Hill
Mrs.
A.
George
daughter
Miss Edith Barrett of Sumner la at O.
in town is larger than ever beSomerville, Mass., are visiting Mr. and ;nestsand
D. Warren's.
every available room is in use.
fore,
Mrs. Emma Bonney of Dixfield is at Mrs. A. W. Belcher.
The machinery and fixtures of the corn
The lawn party at Odd Fellows' Hall,
Buck's.
Harry
attended. 1 ihop at Lovell village have been moved
W. L.jHarlow and wife attended the Friday evening was largely
for :o the new shop at the Harbor.
funeral of their granddanghter, Abbie Berry's orchestra furnishes music
The two men who made a break one
dancing.
Phinney, at Buckfield Tuesday.
has purchased 1 light last week at the store of Prances
worth
Went
Mr.
Scott
George Bennett and family were at M.
}wan at Pryebarg were arrested the
the Davla farm where he now resides.
E. Bennett's Sanday.
1 lext day near Toll Bridge by Sheriff W.
Fellows'
at
Odd
fair
the
Sale
and
24th,
Miss Florence Phillips returned to
3. Bassett, taken before Justice Fife,
Hall.
North Aubnrn Tuesday.
•leaded guilty, aud were taken to Paris
Allie Frink of East Somerville, Mass.,
Eaat Waterford.
The trip was made
ail the same day.
is at Harry Buck's for a few days.
Ward Steady of Berlin, Ν. H., is visit- i rom Pryeburg to Paris in an automobile.
ing bis cousin, Mr·. Dana Berry.
Hebron.
STRUCK A RICH MINE.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Sanderson of MenMr. Drew Thompson of Aubnrn is vis- don, Mass., are spending a fortnight
S. W. Bends of Coal City, Ala., says he
, truck a perfect mine of health in Dr.
ting his daughter, Mrs. J. C. Donham. with Mr. Sanderson's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hawkes of Boston
Philip Craven of Portland Is boarding ] king's New Life Pills for they cured
weeks.
I lim of Liver and Kidney Trouble after
ipent Saturday night and Snnday with at H. B. Doughty's for a few
Rev. G. W. Sias preaches at this sobool ] 2 years of suffering. They are the best
lis uncle, N. Q. Bacbelder, and Miss
m.
alternate
on
house at 7:30 P.
Sundays. tills on earth for Constipation, Malaria,
[•rlpp.
Born July 21, to the wife of William j leadacbe, Dyspepsia, Debility. 25o. at (
Miss Alice Bearce is with ber mother,
a
Olmstead, daughter.
1rs. Mary Bearce.
j r. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Mrs. Hattie Green is visiting her
Mr. Daniel Chase of Barring is at Mrs.
An ordinary oaae of diarrhoea can, aa a
Pride.
H.
Mrs.
C.
Searce's.
sonsin,
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mclntire are at ι ule, be cured by a single dose of Chamand Miss Gertie
C. H.

Miss Helen Nute of Boston is visiting
C. P. Dunham's.
Mrs. Effie Robinson and Mrs. Chandler
ton
■tients were be^un for the placiug of a
Sept. il. Î2.— Oxford Baptist Association, He- memorial in this village to Gen. King's of Sumner were the guests of their
bron.
P. 8. Mayhew, Thursday. Mr.
fat lier, ExPo.-tuiaster General King. A brother,
Oct. t, 5, 6.—West oxford fair, Frveburg.
Wavhoi» ia rornvArincr frntn in unAratinn
Oct J,♦> Oxford North fair, An<lover.
committee to take charge of the arrangefur appendicitis.
ments was elected as follows:
George
Mine Ethel Howe and Miss Thayer of
SEW ADYKUT1 SEME NTS.
M. Atwood, Admiral LI. W. Lyon and
Portland are at Bailey's Island.
Kev. G. W. F LI 11.
Walter Emery of Portland has been
Blue Ta« Sale.
The showers of Thursday did irore
relatives in town.
Convenience of tbe Checking Vccount.
to the roads thau has been done visiting
damage
Blue Stored
Mr*. Cole of BerliD, N. H., is the guest
a part of the
for
an<l
morning
Suit
Friday
Case»
y;trs.
Bags
Ll«ht Weight
of her niece, Mrs. Lena Herrick.
t'al In# Hair.
road t<< South Paris looked like the bed
Sirs. Lida Perkins and children are
M an ν fatal Diseases.
In the road toward The
a brook.
of
Maine state Normal Schools.
with Mrs. Perkins' father, Rev. Seth
Beeches a culver' was washed outs·» as
Waited.
Benson.
With the Modern farm Machinery.
to be impassible and the sime condition
Carl Hayes has returned from a visit
Probate Notices.
The bridges north and
holds over town
2 Noltces of Appolu'inent.
with hie father, Dr. Hayes of Green
south of the Orange Small farm were
BMs f r Transportation of Scholars.
Hammocks at Cost.
washed out. Road Commissioner Wui. B. wood.
Bertha Emmons has returned to her
Second haii'l Harness For Sale.
Russell g >t a repair crew on promptly
The Old, Oil Story.
in Portland.
and the worst places have been fixed and work
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
The West Paris Public Library has
Pari·. Trust Company I>lrectors.
the work is still going on.
moved
to the room over the West
been
Albion W. Andrews, who has occuParis local telephone exchange, and will
Wright and Swasey Open Repubrent
over
the
office
for
the
post
pied
be open the same as usual—Wednesday
lican Campaign at Rumtord.
several years, moved last week to Mrs.
3:00
from
afternoons
and Saturday
There was no sign of waning interest F. A. Tufts house, and Bert Cole has
o'clock to 5:00, and 7:00 to 9:00 in the
at Kumford Fills Tuesday night when hired the rent vaca'ed by Mr. Andrews.
of the sames days.
Mrs. Edith
Duriug the thunder shower Tuesday evening
lion. James S. Wright of South Paris
librarian.
and Congressman Swasey opened the afternoon lightning struck the ice house Day
Mrs. Abbie Washburn is nursing Mrs.
campaign in Rumford by speaking to a at the farm of Henry D. Hammond, tore S. W. Dunham, who is gradually faillite.
largely attended Kepublican rally and off some shingles and followed a wire
Miss J. L. Bradbury and Miss M. L.
Hag raising. When tbe band struck up clothes line to some fruit trees from Tuell have returned from a stay uf
the national air Tuesday night, the stars which it ripped more or less bark. It
several weeks in New Y'ork and Massand stripes were unfurled over a band tilled the ice house and shed with smoke
achusetts.
of Kepublican enthusiasts which tilled but started no tire. In the shower
Advertised letters at Snow's Falls
Congress Street to the point where pass- Thursday afternoon it struck a stone post office:
ing was impossible. After the Hag was wall a few rods from Mr. Hammond's
Mrs. Lllea Λ ho.
up tbe band marched to the Cheney barn, broke up a large rock and ploughMrs. Sltrl Abo.
Frank Nerutl.
Opera House followed by a crowd of ed a long furrow in the ground.
Miss Marion H«4]lett of Boston is at
Republicans which tilled every available
Mrs Jackson's for about a month.
seat in tioorand gallery.
Greenwood.
During Thursday's showers lightn ng
Judge A. E. Steams, in a brief and
Last Friday week, wishing to interforceful introductory speech, tired tbe struck the bouse uf George Boutelle in
Little damage was view a few persons on the Center road,
urst gun of the campaign, after which the Hollow District.
he introduced Hon. James S. Wright of done. A small hole was bored Id the we struck across lots and came out at
saw mill.
There it was
South Paris, who was greeted with great ceiling of the living room where it enter- Hansom Cole's
ed and three boys were in the room at fouud changes had occurred in common
applause.
in
addition to
Mr. Wright said he bad been a Repub- the time, one of whom declares "the tire with everywhere else;
lican since he was 21 years old and said came right in the room where we was." several other things the barn erected
Prof. C. H C. Wright of Cambridge, there quite a number of years ago by
he "that's not telling bow old I am."
After a few more pleasing remarks, Mr Mass., who with his mother is at bis the Cummings brothers, had been taken
down and the most of it moved away
Wright went straight after the history summer home here, is writing a History
of the Kepublican party and its national of French Literature. Prof. Wright is probably worked into some other buildpolicy of protection to American in- the editor of a number of French text- ing elsewhere.
Turning toward the north pole, and
dustry, the result of which is the strong- books.
The annual meeting of the Paris Hill reviewing things in general and the apple
Its
eet nation on the face of the earth.
it soon became appeople are the richest, the most in- Library Association for the election of trees in particular,
dustrious and the most intelligent on officers and the transaction of any other parent that they were bearing a thouworms thau apples; there
more
sand
fold
the face of the earth. He sarcastically business that may come before the meetreferred to the Democrats perpetual ing will be held at Hamlin Memorial being several dead branches on every
fault finding. Said he, "The Republican Hall on Wednesday, Aug. 10th, at three tree and a colony of worms in oach one.
feed on the succulent prrt of the
party has bad some very eminent men, o'clock, and it is hoped that all members They
leaf wbile the remainder soon dies and
even the Democrats admire them (ap- will make an especial effort to be present.
Arrivals at the Hubbard House the turns red as if scorched by fire. Such is
plause) after tbey are dead."
the condition of the apple crop this year
He styled Roosevelt as the greatest past week:
so far as seen or heard from.
mau who ever lived, and tbe applause
Cai>t. B. Q. Smith, Couowrteeo, Mil.
A mile or so further on the new cotS. N. Smith, Conowrleijo, Mil.
following was tremendous. "But,'' said
Norman (i. Smith, Auburn, Me.
tage was reached, erected last spring by
h<·, "Roosevelt refused another nominaMr. an>l Mr», Bart Jaco'i, Stain'ord, Conn.
Mr. Billings, and occupied by Prof. H.
tion which he might have had and his
K. P. Hunt, Boston, Mass.
E. Smith and family, which consists of
lieo. F. We-eott au 1 wife, Buffalo, Ν. Y.
mantle fell on one worthy to follow him
Fill»
Ν.
Y.
Wescott.
Buffalo,
his
May
wife, daughter of the late Ex-Presiand who has achieved a greater success
Miss Fuller, Cleveland Ohio.
dent Hayes, and one eon.
The cottage
in one session of Congress than any of
Mr··. Hill, Boston, Mass.
is situated close to Twitchell Pond, is
J. P. Hill, Boston, M is*.
his predecessors.
Ueor^e Pottle, Lewlston, Me.
finely built and furnished accordingly.
He said there was a complaint about
Wll lams Lyons, Westbruok, Me.
In addition to his own family, the ProLewis M. Brown, Paris.
uigh prices, and admitted tbe condition
fessor keeps a Chinese servant, a boy 15
Mrs. Lewis M. Brown, Paris.
but declared the tariff immune from
(iertrmle M. Brown, Farts.
years of age, who is learning our langublame. He said that as long as be could
Curtis Clarke, Paris.
age from him and also getting an educaremember, the people never had suffered
The Baptist Sunday School will hold tion in common
English.
much under a period of high prices as
its aumiul picnic at C. R. King's farm 00
There a half hour was spent very
there was plenty of work and al good
of
this
if
week
otheron
Wednesday
fair,
our part at least, and
pleasantly,
wages.
wise on Thursday. The Universalis
wishing to get the boy's autograph,
He then took up state issues and deSchool and any others who care written both in English aud Chinese, our
Sunday
fended Gov. Keruald's administration as
to participate, are cordially invited.
note book was handed to him with that
being in perfect accord with the policies
Rev. G. W. F. Hill was confined at bis
request, aud in a few moments it was
of Theodore Roosevelt and that great
home by illness Suuday, and was un- returned with his name in both lausrupublic servant, Gov. Uughes of New au ie υ occupy uis puipit.
Seu Cheong Lee.
ages, thus:
(The
York. The Democrats, be said, could
Miss Jeanuie Hubbar<1 of Boston is Democrat is not
equipped with type to
not point to a single act in his administhe gaest of relatives at Parie Bill.
the
Chinese
produce
signature.)
tration that could be in any manner conTbe next mixed foursome contest of
The boy is good looking for one of
strued as dishonest.
tbe Paris Hill Golf Club will be given that
learns
nationality,
readily and has
tie defended tbe state tax, and showon Friday and Saturday of this
week. a Hue situation for that purpose.
ed bis bearers by actual figurée where
Λ tea will be given at tbe club house by
Prof. Smith and wife are noted for
tbe moDey wa« spent, showing that a
Mrs. Potter and Mrs. Thayer Saturday traveling on foot for exercise and health,
large part of it came back to the town» afternoon from four to six o'clock.
having more thau once encircled
to support their school* and charitable
General Horatio C. King, who with Twitchell Pond, which by the roads they
institutions, so that small tow us got Mrs.
K<ng visited Paris Hill last week travel is at least six miles.
rujre than they otherwise would have.
was born in Portland in 1837, but went
Our next call was on Elmer Cole, to
At the end of each item of figures he
in infancy with his parents to Washing- learn how he was since
having his eyes
would sarcastically ask, "Would Daniel
He graduated at Dickinsou
ton City.
and found him no better with
McUillicuddy, if he had a chance, cut College, Pennsylvania, in 1838. After removed,
signs of insanity.
tbie off?"
studying law with Edwin M. Stanton at
Delphoo Brooks has given ap the idea
the National Capitol, he moved to New of
coming onto hie place again, is movCongressman Swaaey followed Mr. York City in 1801 and was admitted to ing his furniture this week, and Frank
Wright, and with bis characteristic hu- the bar. Shortly after he was appointed Bennett has bought and is cutting his
mor and forceful argument defended by the presidedt a captain and assistent
hay.
his record a* Congressman from the quartermaster of Volunteers.
In 1864
So many skunks were hunted and
attacks being made upon it by the dem- he was promoted to a major and chief killed last fall, winter and early spring
ocratic aspirant for his seat. Hon. Dan- quartermaster under General Sheridan, for their fur, it was thought very few
Ue put it up to following that intrepid leader tu the sur- would show
iel J. McUillicuddy.
up this season, but instead
the voters by asking them why they : render of Appomattox.
Declining the of being scarce they are more plentiful
sent him a petition to defend tbe Ding- offer of a captaincy in the regular army, and their
depredations often committed
ley paper rates, if they wanted free he resumed the practice of law in New among the chickens, and sometimes the
He was thrice brevetted as ina- mother hen with them.
He then showed his hearers why Y »rk.
trade.
he stood for the Dingley rate.
Ele said, jar, lieutenant colonel aud colonel, and
One man recommends skunk meat for
other countries, exccpt England had a was awarded the Congressional medal of food, and says if the musk
glands are rehonor for conspicuous gallantry at Five moved before
a ton to
tariff on print paper, from
dressing the animal, there
970 and he believed tbe paper industry Forks, the closing great battle of the is no tiner wild meat eaten.
Although
needed protection. He said those that war. In civil life he has occupied sev- not very well liked for pets, as a genwauted it reduced, represented the big- eral positions of public trust and was eral thing, one boy has a young etriped
gest trust in the world. He said he Judge Advocate General on the staff of back, which he is keeping for that purdidn't work for the Dingley rate at ?6 Grover Cleveland.
pose and seems to think much of him.
per ton just to protect tbe paper comHeavy thunder showers continue to
the
to
but
scale
wage
protect
panies
|
occur, and some are hinting that Hal
PARTRIDGE DISTRICT.
they were giving their employes
ley's comet is responsible for them. At
Mr. and Mis. A. Guy Cushman and any rate they have been
He said Mr. McGillicuddy accused
uncommonly
him of doing nothing except sitting ; daughter Irma of Bethel, visited her frequent and destructive.
around Washington and votlr? with, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Mason, over
Cannon. He said Mr. McQillicuddy was Saturday and Sunday.
Bryant's Pond.
on tbe
John Chaplin is at work haying for
the most densely ignorant ma
Daniel 6. Hayes left here Friday and
procedure of tariff legislation, that he, Clarence Damon.
Will Parlin has bought a meadow of will take the steamer from New Tork
Swasey, ever saw.
Mr. Swasey told his hearers of the Harry Parrar, and is cutting the hay this August 11th for Qorgona, Panama.
J. H. Wyman and wife of West Peaframing of the law and what one had to week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellis Thibodeau and son body, Mass., are in town this week.
do to fight for certain schedules. He
•aid he went before the committee once Willie, visited her sister, Mrs. Will They moved from this town to Lynn in
For some years Mr. Wyman and
1879.
a week and spoke not less than an hour Mason Sunday.
each time, giving statistics regarding
A large deer with huge antlers has bie son have operated a farm at Peabody.
Miss Lizzie Stevens returned Tuesday
ieen seen in Benuett's swamp.
the manufacture of paper.
The shower of Tuesday afternoon was to Seattle, Wash., where she is engaged
Referring to the charge that he voted
as
a teacher.
For the past two years
with Cannon, he said that he voted for ■ather severe, the bail did considerable
free hides and petroleum and Cannon < lamage to Mr. Croteau's crop, stripping she was a teacher in the principal school
at Everett, Wash.
didn't. He further added he was proud I ;he corn leave* quite badly.
Narcissa J. Panneton, after an absence
M. Guy Bennett and family are to reto say that the records would prove to
any man who doubted it, that he had < urn tu their home in New York the last of eighteen years, is visiting his native
▼oted precisely on the tariff schedules < >f this week.
place at Three Rivers, Canada.
A small crew of men are breaking
as did Senator Frye and on most of
Lake.
stone at the old qnarry on the Rowe
Norway
them, be himself voted first.
It is estimated that about
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Frost visited in property.
He characterized McGillicuddy'· theories as declared by him on the platform 1 3ethel a few days recently.
forty car loads of these stone will be
used
in
Ernest C. Murcb and family are spendaa ''stupendous humbugs."
He said
building the new cburoh at
that if hi· opponent didn't know he i ng a few days of his vacation at W. S. South Paris.
Mrs.
wasn't telling the truth, he was enjoying I 'artridge's.
Aggie Brooks and son, Clyde,
Several of our young people are spend- are visiting at the borne of Mrs. John
a state of sublime ignorance.
Ford in Hartford.
After going into state politics, briedy, i sg the summer in New Hampshire.
George
George
Qranville Abbott will move soon to attended Pomona Grange at Waterford
he declared be was a candidate for reAmy Mills is at Lovell Center.
election and that if he went back to
Elden Hall and Alton Frost visited at North Woodstock, and will occupy the ruesday, Aug. 2d.
Mr. and Mra. Fred Bartlett and son
Congress he should go a· » Republican \ ITill Wood's in Sabattus a few day· re- place where Lawson W. Cole formerly
lived.
] »ve returned to their home. In Boston.
And a protectionist.
c ently.
vu
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Blue Stores.

With the Modern

BockfUld.

Mr. Geo. Dunham and family of BMt
Vey mouth, Mm*., are visiting relative·

Sulky

Plow

opportunity

plowing.

forget

buy

plow.
important
repairs

CO.,

CONVENIENCE

A. W. Walker & Son,
Many

Something good

NOYES

H.

F.

pennies

good

offerings
goods

ACCOUNT.

CHECKING

Fatal

kept

Possibly

Diseases

experiment.

dieipline

always preserved

<

paid.

J

RICHARDS,

safety.

THE

NATIONAL

NORWAY

NORWAY,

Farmi'g

BOOTS

OXFORDS

AND

popular

Wanted.

plain—they

$3.50

AND

$4.00

compliment by

always.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Reduction Sale
Is Now On.

SUMMER

SUITS.

$7.65

$10.00

quality,
quality,

Mills!

$3.60

OUTING PANTS.

quality,

$2.65

CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS.
STRAW HATS.

quality,
quality,

$1.60

J. F. Plummer,
Market Sq.,

South Paris.

GRAND MARK DOWN
In Summer Goods

SATURDAY, JULY 30th,
AT

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE'S,

I >er!in's Collo, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Pine Lodge for a fortnight.
Mrs. C. S. Mclntire and little daughter 1 temedy. This remedy has no superior
For aale by all
ire spending a few days with her par· 1 or bowel complaints.
< lealers.
rata in Albany.

t

4

Norway,

-

·

-

Maine.

flemoctxl

the dtstavd

Ralph Easson
Sunday.

SOUTB_PABIS.

land

OSceHour»

Lillian

SOUTH PARIS
TRAINS t.KAVK
9:90Λ. M.,
cast1— 5 «βΑ. 1»., dallv;
(io :i lo*«"
US
I". M-, dally ; 7:S7 A. M.,
4
I. out Sunday ;
JV
»un lay only.
>.
Si.
—9 50 A. M., dally; Sri7p.ii.,
< up
V,
dally; ΙογΛ a
» ao p.

cxct-ptSunday;

»».*., Sun-lav only.

j, duey
turn.

il all

>e

Knight

bavins another ill

W. H. Doten spent
home in Yarmouth.

visiting

Port-

of Portland is a

guest at I. F. Evaus'.

UKAMD TKL'NK RAtLW AT.
Commencing June 19, 1910,

·.

visited friends in Port-

Mrs. GrinfiU Stuart is
land for a few days.

orrici.
socth Paris post
7 :Su A. M. to 7 Λ0 r. ■.

α»
u

Μη. Carrie Tide well is working at Dr.
King1» farm.

Sunday

at

his old

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Dunham spent
at West Paris.

Sunday

Paris schools will begin Sept.
week following county fair.
Mrs.

guest

at

19, the

Eben Dow of Portland was
J. J. Murphy's Sunday.

a

is visiting bis
Albert A. Kicker of Biddeford is
VV.tMo llebbard of Lyon
guest of Samuel Richard's home.
mother.
relatives
L. M. Lougley of Norway is putting
]i,<n Mearle Mook is visiting
bath room into A. L. Holmes' house.
a Watervill·.
i'.itheriDe G.

friends

at

Kantfely.

Briggs

is

visiting

Grand Trunk Strlk· Sattlad.
The strike of conductors, trainmen and
yardmen, which began on the Grand
! Trunk and Central Vermont aystem on
July 18, was officially called oil TtlM·
day night. Under the term· of the agree·
:
ment signed by President Hays of the
railroads and all the anion offloials, the
men will receive dating back to May 1 of
I this year, an advance of approximately
per cent, and beginning Jan. 1, 1912,
{18
I a rate of wagea slightly below the Eastern Association schedule, for which they
struck, but an advanoe In many instancea
of over 30 per cent.
Much credit for the successful outcome of the peace negotiations is given
minister of
to MacKeozie King, the
labor, who has persisted in his efforts to
bring the factions together despite dis-

couraging se:backs.
The text of the agreement follows:
"The company will put back as soon
a* possible the men other than those
who have been, or may be found guilty
of acts of violence or disorderly conduct, the understanding being there is

a

a

Mr. and Mrs. Omar Merrow of Auburn
visited relatives in town a few days last
week.
to be

no intimidation toward the new
len Merrill of Bethel is visiting
Six Ford care from Paris joined the men.
..I ter, Mrs. George Soper.
}t
"The company will put into effect
Portland Ford Club run to I he Bay-ofKileo Richards is visiting her
:<
from May 1, 1910, the rates named in the
Inn
of
Sunday.
N'aplee
ter, Mrs. Arthur Cummings
,:
schedule of rates dated July 18, 1910,
Nelson G. Elder, who ha* been spend- these rates to be embodied in the presKo c >treet.
a two weeks' vacation in Portland,
ent schedules now in effect on this line,
K. Elder's family of Maiden, ing
*
it being understood that those rates shall
the month of Au- returned Friday night.
.re

M

r

spending

Mi-

Mr. Walter Matbewe of St. Albans,
gust here.
has been a guest of Miss
Κ the! Crockett is spending the Hates, *10,
ν
I L'arrie Clifford this week.
August at Kamp Killooleet,

in no instance effect
existing rate.

vh^.r,»

Huad.

Mrs.

Walter

lVa*>lee

a

"The company will,

·-

and daughter. I

reduction in any
on

make effective in train and
»«

*l.a il».»

Trnnt

Jan.

yard

Railway

t

1, 1912,

service

ha

patus

The Abtued Tariff.
Boo. D. J. MoGllliouddy of Lewlaton,

NOBWAY.

Congress
Mary Lowell of Augusta wu the in the second district, made a speech In
guest of Mr. and Mr·. Y. W. Hills dur- Farmlogton Tuesday In which he ading the week.
dressed himself
on the subMajor B. F. Bradbury la atteoding tbe ject of sheep andparticularly
wool. He presented a
meeting of the Coast Guards In. the har- table of
figures acoording to whloh the
I
bor of Portland this week.
number of
in Franklin County In
Tbe Second Regt., N. G. S. M., go in- 1890 was sheep and in 1910 it had
45,859,
in
New
to camp the last part of August
shrunk to 9840; while In the same period
York. Capt. Stiles will take a full oom- the number In the
state had shrunk from
I
to
camp.
pany
446,000 to 140,000. This decrease, Mr.
Mrs. Eugene F. Smith entertained tbe
of course
to the tariff.

Merry Eight Club at
sociable on Tuesday.

tea and evening
Mrs. Lowell was

McOilllcuddy

lays
sheep raising

in"It is true that the
dustry has decreased In Maine but not
the invited guest.
for the absurd reason ascribed by Mr.
Miss Maud Thompson of Philadelphia
1
McGillicuddy," says the Portland Press.
joined her mother and father at Rock "For other economlo reasons the InIsland this week.
dustry his gone to the Northwest and
A delegation of Masons from Oxford
Southwest. If he thinks the kind of
F.
and
A.
atten'led
No.
M.,
18,
Lodge,
tariff which he wants to go to Washingtbe funeral of Edward P. Faunce at Oz- i
ton to help make would help the inford Monday afternoon. Mr. Fannce!
dustry, we have bad experience with
was a member of Oxford Lodge, Chap- j
such a tariff, and It did not do the busiter, Couuoil and Portland Commun lory. \ oess. We had such a tariff in 1894. The
Jennie Baker, manager of the Smiley
Wilson tariff put wool on the free list
dry goods store, Is enjoying her two ind reduced the
rates on woolen manuweeks' vacation.
factures. As Mr. McQillicuddy says,
William Walker and crew are at work
(Vhat was the result? These were the
painting at North Waterford. They are issessors' returns from Franklin County
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A meeting of the special committee of
It reminds us of our boyhood days on In the District Court of the United States for
druff and Itching Scalp.
Ilion, X. Y., Mrs. Percy A. Rankin of
I he afternoon train Thursday had a bad Wells Beach and Miss Êva E. Walker, the Grange, which is considering changes the farm when It was oustomary to let
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
passage betweeu West Paris and here, j went to their cottage at Shagg Pond in the general highway laws met Mon- j the young calves suck till about two In the matter of
If Parisian Sage doesn't atop falling
ELMER L. ALDRICH, } In Bankruptcy.
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values.
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Clearance 5ale

siderably

OF MEN'S SUMMER SUITS.

A

good place

CLEARANCE
supplies.

just

lay

Light Weight

Suit Cases & Bags.
bag

Something

$1.50

$1.25

$4.00.

James N. Favor,

special prices

good

present

regularly

WHY

weight

compared

you'll

BECAUSE

All Suits $2 to $4 Mark Down.

netting

H. B. FOSTER,

ONE

PRICE

M air

Norway,

j HARNESS FOR SALE CHEAP.

j

parties,

$900

CLOTHIER,

PARIS TRUST

FALLING HAIR

|

COMPANY,'

j

Ν. Dayton Bolster Co.

^'"ce

The

employ.

Old, Old Story

writing

WALL PAPERS

j

All We Want

sincerity

particular correspond·

That

ί
jjwi.too

SÏ5ÛÎ.Ï

£ iLiXaZ'

n!2

ye^

Jr

69c.

Eaton, Crane & Pike.
inspect

Hammocks at Cost

Hobbs'

Variety Store,

F.

LACE CURTAINS
AND PORTIERES.

pearl

by

ΐκ?

LINOLEUMS

You Look at

)·

olfôni

RUGS AND
ART SQUARES.

why

Shurtleff & Co.,

Papers

Merritt Welch,

NORWAY,

Paris,

V\

half-price

MARKET

South Paris,
ν

Carpet

SQUARE,

Maine.

Free!

Free!

-

-

OF
Free! THE LAND
PUZZLEDOM.

Ooireapoadenoe on topic· of Interact to the ladle·
le solicited. Address : Editor floimiiwi'
Colukh, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Fail·. Me.

No. 1007.—Hidden Fiahea.
1. Ο pa, have you brought home my

the got ont of bed on the wrong aide
feeling that afflcta so many people in
the morning.

KINEO RANGE.

A KING

ruby ring?

2. As Tom was passing a piece of
paper chanced to tali on the floor.
3. If another hoop will make the tub
as strong as ever, please put It on.
4. Will you ask at every bouse If

Molly has passed?
& If yoo pot some drab

on

It,

over

the blue, it will look better.
& 1 never saw beef so lean and
tasteless.
T. If Perdval has bad a suitable vacation be should resume work.
K. Here is a tangle ready for you to
undo.
0. If yon want news of Malabar,
Belle can give it to you.
10. If you let the car pass you cannot ride.

No. 1006,—Anagrams of Names.
L An American man of letters:
"Come Join me for a spree."
2. A man of worldwide fame:
"Help succor him or bust."

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Varietv
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask your
friends to begin to save this advertisement

No. 1009.—Novel Acrostic.
In the following acrostic the words
contain from sli to ten letters each.
When rightly guessed and written one
below another the third and fifth lines
of letters, reading downward, will each

for you.

ittiu

12X1.j ι

spell tb? name of a country contained
in the grand division named by the

ηί:ώ>ο>

initials:
2. To
Crosswords: 1. An attempt
arouse from sleep. 3. To assume again.
4. Knowing all things. 6. An outdoor

AUQUSTA.
BANGOR.
PORTLAND.
DAILY NEWS, in 223
During tbe year ending May 1, 1910, the BANGOR
of this institution accepting poissues, tjave ONE or MORE instances of students
Free
No payment in advance.
sitions. Our Position Department can help you.

Catalog.

L.

F.

'*-39

party.

I'm

perpetual pleasure

No musician
but is
one

from our perfect pianos.
but admires them ; no
interested in the price.

We will give you quality and
at the same time.

SOUTH

No. 1011.—Decapitation*.
Complete, 1 am a perfect rest
Enjoyed by all from east to west.
Behead me. and you then will see
What used to be a living tree.
Beiiead again, and you will find
A pigment of a dark brown kind.

money

No. 1012.—Pictorial Code Rebus.

COMPANY,

&

TOLMAN

E.

C.

save you

6. To raise.—St Nicholas.

No. 1010.—Enigma.
found tn orange, not In fruit;
I'm found tn rubber, not In boot;
A part of apple and of peaa·;
A share In tea and toast 1 bear;
I'm found In insect, not tn bug;
1 help a bow, but not a shrug;
I help a nation, but 1 do not teach.
And all or me is a splendid speech.

PRK8I0INT.

SHAW.

LOVERS OF MUSIC
will find

MAINE.

PARIS,

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.
South Paris.

L. S. BILLINGS

Building Purposes.

..

Ιο tills reDus eacn group 01 syuiuui:»
represents a word, and the whole array of groups stands for a sentence
There are as many letters In each word
as there are figures under the pictures

aud as many letters in the sentence as
there are figures.

Roofing, Shingles,

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

[Apple

sa

of All Kinds for

Lumber

Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

No. 1013.—Rhymed Word 8quare.

Of letters six consists the word.
A famous doubter was my tlrst, we've
heard.
Despalrest not, my second says;
Uy third to rest the sleepless lays;

S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

My fourth describes a portion Blight;
My fifth, pertaining to the stars of night;
The plural of a metal hard
My sixth will not your work retard.

So strange my tlrst without my last
You couldn't well ignore It.
But stranger If my last went past
Without my llrst before It
My first bereft of last is bad.
But of all things the worst
Would be to see parading round
My last without my tlrst.
And yet my whole, brown, slim and tall.

INSURANCE.
AUTOMOBILE.

EMPLOYERS'

And stationary ever.
With neither tlrst nor last at all,
Nods down beside the river.
—Youth's Companion.

PUBLIC

AND

LIABILITY,
BOILER.

STEAM

Kay to Puzzladom.
No. 1000.—Initial Puzzle; Age, cage,

FIDELITY BONDS.

BANK

page, rage. wage. sage.

HOUSEHOLD

AND

1001.-Buried Poets: Cowper,
Keats. Tupper, Poe. Moore, Tennyson.
No.

BURGLARY.
ACCIDENT AND

PERLEY
PARIS,

PLEASE

F.

anything

ders.
No.

Protects*

edge,
teak;
ban.

RIPLEY.

nave,

MAINE.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Floor Paints,
House Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,

knave;

lea.

leak;

thank; lac. lack;
rauk; not. knot; wee,

thau.

1 ht»ve cloned my boo lea and hidden my
slat·
And thrown my satchel across the gate.
My school la out for a season of r«st.
And now for the schoolroom 1 love the

in our linee give us a call.

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

bank; night, kulgbt;

sin. sink; ran.
week; new, knew; pin. pink; see. seek;
kin. kink; lee. leek; win. wink.
No. 1004.—Double decapitations: 1.
Spout, pout. out. 2. Clover, lover,
over.
3 Spin, pin. In.
No. 1005.—Jumbled Verse:

MIND!

In

Keep

When in want of

2. Ed. 3. Uen. 4.
6. Tender. 7. Ten8. Resident. 9. President
1003.—Ale. kale; plan, plank;
kedge; thin, think; eel. keel; tea,
ill, kill; tan. tauk; now. know;

No. 1002.-1. E.
Rend. 6. Trend.

HEALTH.

When you need some "Insurance that
I will be glad to hear from you.

beat.
My schoolroom Ilea on the meadow wide.
Where under the clover the sunbeams hide.
Where the long vines cling to the mossy

bars
And the daisies twinkle like fallen stars.

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Να 1006.-Pictured Words: Martin.
Van Β U Wren. Martin Van Buren.

Turpentine,

Brushes.

Can you believe your senses when two
Oar paints include Impervious, Heath A Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
of them, taste and smell, having been
impaired if not utterly destroyed, by
Paroid Hoofing—The best of all rooting». TUE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't Nasal Catarrh, are fully restored by
Ely's Cream Balm, can you doubt that
try imitations.
this remedy deserves all that has been
to
make
order.
The
kind
that
lasts.
) said of it by the thousands who have
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We
Kegu'ar sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in. used it? It is applied directly to the
affected air-passages and begins its healWe sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, «te.
ing work at once. Why not get it today? All druggiets or mailed by Ely
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York, on
sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" theI receipt of 50 cents.
nd Electrical
and
oest for automobiles
telephones.

|

Supplies—We

Telephone

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

ouciiwc

South Paris.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up ttock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,

MAINE,

I HAVE ON HAND
A FULL STOCK OF

Harness,
Blankets,
,

Suit Cases.

Can show you Suit Cases from 90c

$7.00.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

ι jouth Paris,

auy

Main·.

ivuio

buv·

There is one thing that is conductive
to peace and harmony in home life, and
In the best regulated
that ia, silence.
homes there is a certain amount of friction, especially if all the members of the
family have a strong individuality. The
member of the family who cultivates
the habit of remaining silent when there
is real or imaginary provocation for

advantage.
Silence has two advantages; it gives a
certain amount of tempermental strength
to one who doea not speak, and no
one'· feelings are hurt. The quiet, selfcontained woman is the t.-pe that most
^eofJe appreciate and respect.
There is another advantage In silence.
There is no greater mistake than |o dis"saying things" has

Fly Nets,
Trunks,
Bags,

to

«

as

a

Escape From the flail· ; ;
lotiae During the Freach

1

an

Revolution.
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One evening—it was the latter part
of tbe eighteenth century—a carriage
stopped at the door of an inn midway

"Since I have been taking it my frame
of mind in the morning has rapidly imand now I am able to start the
as

<

>

«

"For many year·," a correspondent
write·, "I have been the victim of my
and have
own ungovernable temper
never been able to get myaelf amiable
before lunoh-time. Last week a friend
presented me with a jar of preserved
ginger and my good fairy suggested to
me it would be nice as a relish at breakfast in place of marmalade.1'

typical country

between Versailles and Paris. A gentleman whose dress and manner de-

farmer. Is it the ginger that has worked
this cure?"
A well-known doctor said that if peo-, noted that he was of some Importance
pie would only eat ginger at breakfast : alighted, entered the Inn, where the
their health would improve in many re-1
landlord stood obsequiously rubbing
spects and they would start the day i his bonds, and ordered a supper.
much readier for work than they do
While it was being prepared the landnow.
"Ginger," he said, "contains an essen- lord was hopping about, now running
tial oil which acts as a fine nerve tonic.
ioto the kitchen to hurry up the cook
It promotes digestion, is an excellent
to the gentleman to
stomach tonic and is extremely good for and now returning
assure blm that be would not have
tlio liver."
v
"The liver is the organ which make· long to wait
people so morose in the morning. Until { Meanwhile tbe gentleman went out
it has been well stirred up by the day's
the purpose of
work it is in a lethargic condition, and on to the piazza for
the brain is in the same state, stretching his legs during bis halt

frequently

for its blood supply is not right."
"Now if people who experience these
symptôme would only take plenty of
ginger at breakfast their liver would act
properly and their digestion would improve to au extent they cannot realize
until they try the cure.
They would go
to business in a normal state of temper."
"I am perfectly certain that if more
ginger were eaten the world would be a
very much better place to live in, for
nine-tenths of the people who are now
unbearable until they have worked the
bile out of their systems would then be
as jolly and bright in the morning as
they are at an evening party now."

Some Good Receipts.

j
1

He found there something that interested hinl—a boy ubout sixteen years
old, pale and einaclatdd, sitting in an

invalid

prouched

The gentleman apchair.
him and began to question

him.
What Is
"You do not seem well.
your trouble?"
ί
"My right leg is drawn up, and I
cannot straighten it My back, too, Is

|

getting crooked."
"How long since this trouble

came

upon you?"
"Since a year ago when the young

Marquis of Trevllle kicked me."
The gentleman's brow lowered.

At

that moment supper wae announced,
und he went Into the dining room.
CHEBBIK8.
"Who Is the boy outside with hip
Beat the yolks of two eggs, and add disease and spine curvature?" he askone-half cupful of sugar and a pinch of ed of the landlord, who waited on him.
salt.
Scald two cnpfule of milk and
"He Is my son, seigneur."
pour it slowly over the egg and sugar.
"He has α flue bead and nn IntelAdd to this two tableapoonfuls of gelahe should
tine dissolved in one-half cupful of cold lectual face. It is a pity that
He would If relieved
water, and cook>in a double boiler until suffer thus.
it coats the spoon, etirring all the time. make a good man."
Strain this custard, and when it is cold
"It was that little villain Trevllle."
add whites of the eggs beaten very stiff,
"If you will send him to me at Paris
one cupful of whipped cream, and oneI will see if I cannot straighten ills
Fill
half cupful of maraschino syrup.
leg and prevent the further curvature
or
two
for
and
it
on
ice
moulds
keep
I am the king's surgeon."
three hours. Serve it with maraschino of his spine.
"If you will do that, M. le Docteur,
cherries and syrup.
we will all bless you, but I fear I have
EGGS AND TOMATO TOABT.
exnot so much money as you will
Fry a few slices of bacon. Remove
pect."
fat
them from the pan and in the bacon
"There will be do money to pay. ι
fry thick elices of tomato that have been
aui going direct to Paris, and if you
of
slice
each
Place
in
flour.
dipped
tomato on a slice of buttered toast on like I will take your boy with me In
BAVAKIAN

CHEAM

WITH

MABASCHIJÎO

hot dish.
Then in the same fat fry as my carriage. Ue will travel more commany egge as there are slices, and place fortably and be less liable to injury
the eggs on the tomato, putting the than if he is carried in one of your
pieces of bacon around the dish. Thicken
wagons."
the fat left in the pan with a little flour country
When the doctor was driving away,
and, if necessary, a little boiling water,
beside him. made comfortable with
and pour this gravy over the eggs.
pillows and rugs, sat Jean Demaurier.
PINEAPPLE OMELETT.
That night he was placed in a hosAdd a cupful of granulated sugar to pital. and the next morning Dr. Du
the grated pulp and the juice of a large Knur begiui u course of treatment.
pineapple, and boil till the syrup is
During the next dozen or fifteen
somewhat thickened. Make an omelett
the American colonists had
with five eggs and fold in the hot pine- years
thrown off the kingly yoke aud become
the
brown
and
Duet
with
sugar
apple.
an Independent people with a governtop slightly.
The French, who
ment of their own.
EGGS A LA MARTIN.
for centuries had been bled by their
Make a cream sauce with one tea- kings and their nobles, ground down
spoonful of butter and one of flour and to the very earth, encouraged by the
Add to this
a cupful of milk or cream.
Americans'example, had begun to turn
four tablespoonfuls of grated cheese,
One day a mob
stir it in thoroughly, and then pour into upon their oppressors.
where Dr. Du
a hot baking-dish. Into this drop very marched by the inn
carefully four eggs, and put it into the Faur had stopped for supper, going to
When the eggs are set, eerve it at Versailles to bring the king to Paris.
oven.
once, garnish with pareley.
Demaurier had forgiven the
Jean
noble who had kicked hi in, but
young
DATE SOUFFLE.
hs had not forgotten that so great was
Stone one-half pound of datée, chop
aristocrats that he
them up and cook in one-half cupful of the power of the
treatment.
boiling water, then mash them until had not dared resent Ills
smooth. Beat the whites of flve eggs Ue had thrown himself into the cause
stiff, add one quarter cupful of sugar, of the revolution, and when the peoone tablespoonful of lemon juice, and a
ple marched by his farm he Joined
pinoh of salt, and add this to the dates. them. Tbeu when they came back
Put it into a buttered dish and bake
with ι he king in his carriage Jean
twenty-five minutes. Serve it cold with
continued ou with them to Paris,
cream.
whipped
where he became one of the minor
PEACH TAPIOCA.

No. 1014.—Charade.

FIRE.

|j Surgeon jj

dinger In the Morning.
Aiwa;· eat ginger In the morning.
That la the newly-discovered cure (or

Ïroved
cheerfully
ay

King's!

The

a

Send for Catalogue.

see

HOMEMAXEBS COLUMN.

an

leaders.
Then began that reign of terror based
on u determination on the part of a

Soak one cupful of tapioca In cold
and drain.
Peal one dozen
peaches and cut them in half. Cook people who had suffered oppression
them with a little sugar for ten minutes
to wipe their oppressors
Add for centuries
and take tbem out of the syrup.
In the
earth.
this syrup, one-quarter cupful of pow- from the face of the
dered sugar, a pinch of salt, and one Place de la Revolution they sat up a
cupful of boiling water to the tapioca, machine for carrying out their work.
Line a mould The prisons were filled with aristoand cook until clear.
with the peaches and pour in the tapi- crats,
consisting of nobles and their
Let it
oca, and bake for half an hour.
aud whenever the doors
sympathizers,
cool, and serve with whipped cream.
opened out poured α crowd who were
to be eliminated by the guillotine from
OKANGE AND GBAPEFRUIT 8ALAD.

water,

and the problem of French politics.
Remove all the skin, seeds,
white membrane from a grapefruit of
Dr. Du Faur was not noble, but his
medium size. Cut the lobes of fruit wife was or had been, for he was a
Peel widower, and his daughter had marinto pieces about an inch square.
three large oranges, divide into lobes, ried the
young Count Destelles at the
into
and
cut
each
lobe
remove seed,
breaking out of the revolution. The
three pieces. Mix with the grapefruit,
been the royal surgeou.
and set on the ice until thoroughly doctor, having
than
chilled. Serve on lettuce leaves, with was deemed of more Importance
the other two aud was arrested among
French dressing or with mayonnaise.
the first. The arrest of his daughter
MAB8HMALL0WS.
and his son-in-law soon followed.
Cover eight tablespoonfuls of fine gumOne morning the doctor was brought
a
arabic with
cupful of cold water. up before the cltlzeu Judge of his
the
is
dissolved
strain
When
gum
arrondissement for what was called
through coarse cheesecloth, stir it into a trial. The doctor saw a man aptwo cupfuls of powdered sugar, and put
behlud
Stir parently not yet thirty sitting
over the fire in a double boiler.
a pine table who was to be Ills Judge.
white
aud
until
it
thick, testing
steadily
a little into cold
The man looked at the doctor, Htid it

frequently by dropping

When it forms a soft ball when
rolled between the fingers, take the
eaucepan from the fire and whip into the
contents the stiffened whites of three
eggs. Flavor with vanilla and put into
a pan dusted on the inside with a mixture of equal parts of cornstarch and
powdered sugar. The pan should be so
small that the candy will form a sheet
water.

over

half

enough,

an

inch thick.

When firm

cut into squares, roll each
square in corn starch and powdered
sugar, pack all down in a tin box. Keep
the box tightly closed.
CHEBBY ΤΑΚΤ.

evident that some commotlou was
going on within the former's brain.
The Judge
And well there might.
whose duty It was to find the prisoner
guilty and send him to the guillotine
was none other than Jean Demaurier.
whom the doctor had found a cripple
Demaurier
and made a strong man.
η
wa» a trifle bent and walked with
was

but he was a very different man from what he would have
been had It not been for the efforts of
the surgeon. The Judge gave one look
It the man who had been sent to mm
that he might sign his death warraut.
then, lowering his eyes to a sheet of
paper before him. began to question
him and take down his answers. For
bis own life he dare not fuvor his ben-

slight limp,

Chop one-fourth of a cupful of butter
and one-fourth of a cupful of lard lato
cupful of pastry flour sifted with
one-fourth of a teaspoonful of salt.
When of the consistency of cornmeal
wet into a soft dough and roll out to fit
efactor.
the outside of a deep pie plate; priok
one

with a fork and bake. When cool heap
with pitted red and white oherries and

pour over them a cool syrup made of
sugar and water boiled to the consistency
of honey. Pipe whipped cream on the
edge if desired.
PINWHKKL8.

Cream one-half cupful of

butter;

then

add one-half oupful of augar, and cream
again; stir in two beaten eggs and onehalf cupful of sour cream and two and
one-half cupfale of flour in which ha
been sifted one-half teasponful of soda.
Beat to a smooth batter, adding more
flour to handle easily.
Set on the ice
until thoroughly chilled before rolling
out.
COMFITS.

Beat tbree eggs, one and one-half cup·
fuis of brown sugar and two tablespoon·
fuis of melted chocolate together. Sift
together one teaspoonful of baking
powder, two and one-half onpfals of
floor, one teaspoonful each of olovee,
cuss wrongs and grievances, real or Im- nutmeg and cinnamon, then add to the
in
an
inor
as
aginary,
family life,
eggs with two tableapoonfuls of orange
dividual, especially at the table. A cer- juce, one cupful of dried currants, and
tain amount of talk is necessary, but one-half cupful of chopped nuts.
Drop
when a thing is once settled, it ia better from spoon onto a greased tin, making
cakes the size of a half dollar and bake
to let the subject drop.
The place to cultivate virtues is not in about fifteen minutes In a hot οτβη.
the community or the^outside world, it When cold spread the bottoms with
currant jelly and press two together.
is right in the home circle.

"Your nimeî" be asked.
"Alphouie Du Faur."

"Surgeon."

"I believe It Is you who have kept
the tyrant Loula Capet and bis family
from the grave where they should
have laid long ago."
"I was the king's physician."
Those standlug about scowled and
expected that the uext words would
be "Take him to the guillotiner'
"And do you think," continued the
Judge, "that you who have kept alive
this oppressor of the people should die
the same death as other aristocrats'?"
The doctor did not answer the question.
"Take him to the temporary prison
I wish to
In the Rue Veau Qrand.
consult the committee to learn If It Is
their pleasure that this man, who has
been closer than any othor In the confidence of the tyrant, shall die an ordinary death. He should be burned."
These words wero spoken with all'
the bitterness the citizen Judge could
Not one present
throw Into them.
suspected that his intention was to
save Dr. Du Faur from the guillotine
that morning and to place him where
he might get access to him with a
view to saving him altogether. The

Have you ever really considered the doctor was taken to the building
Husband—DM you hunt up the new
sweetness and significance of the old
wok's references?
and another prisoner
I was saying that "the home of a husband la tioned,
Wife—No, John, I didn't
brought up for condeginatloft.
< lo the heart of hla wife?"
tfrald they might prove prejudicial.

men-

was

and consider your

PROBATE sotices.
'1 ,,,b"

down condition.

ran

the symptom·.
in the mirror if you doubt
disordered
nerves,
tired
for
counsel
to a word of
has
"
L. F." At wood's Medicine
liver and sluggish bowels.
in just your condition.
hundreds
to
help
brought
Monroe, Me.
with a stomach trauiU,
''
Wktn Ifttl tireJ <mt and run dawn
mr."
h*!t
to
ntvtr faiUd
'L. F.' AtmoceTt Mtditim hat
-Mrs. AUBIE SMITH
"
bears L. F." in large red letter*
Accept no substitute—the original cents.
Al any dealers, 35
on every bottle.
Writ· for liberal sample to
PortW.il·.
THE "L. F." MEDICINE CO.

LOOK
LISTEN

teur?"

"You are the citizen

"More than that
maurler."

Judge."

I am Jean De-

tfmi?*'

a

Democrat,a newiiwper publUbed «βοοΛ
In laid

day

administrator.

Douglas* late of Ι»Ικη·Μ, deceased; petition lor allowance ont ..f ρ'-reoul
estate presented by Elorllla Κ
D.jugla*,
widow.

Albion L.

Orange F. ftinall late of Par!-

a

Albion

nouRlass

L.

u'

late of

ceased; pe'ltlon for license to
ioal estate presented by FlorilU
administratrix.

t,j

wu.e

I'lxrVd,

,\t.
jnrey

l'uiigla»»

Zlna K. Stone late of Boston In t
iw.iaon
wealth of Massachusetts, de< eased:
h.-r t<,n L.
account presented for allowance ;
Swllt, truetee.

(3)

William Tell Flour

ADDISON E. HERRlCK. Jii li

A true

<;vlri.

copy—Λ west :

ALBKBT D. PA)'.

·.

Vr.

notice.
give-

The subscriber hereby
has lieen duly appointed
will and testament of

t' it

exertr·

BOSK M, BOWKER late of
County of Oxford, d··. >·.
having ilemamls against the est
ceased are desired to nresent the

h<

,a.[

In the

-αι;*
ted to

ment, and all Indebted thereto κι·
make pavment Immediate'
OSCAR K. ;·.·
July 19th, 1910.
..

:;eh.

λ

NOTICE.
The Bubscrilier hereby give*
has been duly appointed a-lml·
the estate of

was cripbeing known as the niun who
to my
pled by α noble. I will take you
home, return and possibly may bring

ih<
,<r1x of

t «

ALBION R. Bl'CKNA Μ lat>
In the County of Oxford, dta I
bonds as the law directs. All p.·:
demande against the estate of
are desired to present the same t
and all Indebted thereto are re; in··

those you love with me."
"But will I not be missed and you
be charged with setting me free?"
They have so many
"I think not.
α
heads to chop off that the moment
If 1
is saved.
prisoner disappears he
about you I will tell them

ivln/

;+!

nt,

payment Immediately
MARY E. Cl
July 19th, 1910.
Ο It D Κ It

asked

Κ SAM.

FOH

SPEf IAli PBOB.lTi: Π'ΓηΤ.

tortured and executed
you bave l>een
the cart,
in private. Now lie down in
and I will drive on."
Jean, before reaching bis home, where
his
his load was likely to be seen by
where
neighbors, stopped beside a field
there was grain in sheaf and put
enough over bis burden to conceal lilm.
at his
then drove on uud turned in
fs.rm by α lane lending to the barn.
tin·
The doctor remained concealed In
in

for

RobertO. Small, administrator.

they?"

STATE OF MAINE.
OXFORD, Κβ.

At a Probate Court held at Parisaid County of Oxford, on tin-1.:
July, In the year of our Lord ·.!.
nine hundred and ten.
IT Ιη IIkkkiiv Okdkkkd tint
bate Court be held at Rumford, In
County, on the thirtieth day of a
1910, at ten o'clock in the fore no·.
the tegular August term at tied ι
where all persons having buslneand be heard.
ADDISON Κ 11Κ : I.
Judge of Pr.
Ν. B. Papers for notice c.t

School of Business, Lewiston, Me.,

Greatest

Maine's

Offers untold advantages to those interested in securing a
PRACTICAL EDUCATION leading to profitable and influential

positions.

week.

Paris.

Meanwhile Demaurler
endeavoring to find the count unu
become
Countess Destailles. They had
was

presented

first account

"In the conciergerie, I believe."
1 can
"Very well: I shall see what
do for them. I am thoroughly trusted,

a

Λ.°*

C. Caldwell late of Il k!l. l, ,)«.
cased; petition or licence to ell .ni coo.
estate presented bv Alfred Τ.
real
vey

law here to die."

loft of Demaurler's barn for

*i,,J7
it,,msîJ«*

Parla,
County, that they may
Probate Court to be held at
of August, a. I), m·, ,.
the thirtieth
of the clock In the forenoon, an·! i.e neari »w
on If they aee came :

Joseph

marvel of
lightness—its cake melts in your mouth—
its pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—order today.
For William Tell bread is

"What are you going to do with
me?"
"Take you In my carriage—this cart
me
—to the inn from which you took
not only
to Paris in your carriage and
but espesave your back and your leg.
there
cially your neck. 1 shall hide you
then run you
as long as necessary and
over the border."
care
"You are very kind, but 1 do not
son-into leave my daughter and my

am

tî,

tei?!^'J)r.uCaUe,nK

published
iord

Β

baking need.
So they use nothing but William Tell
Flour—and have "good luck" every day
they bake.

the doctor.
"1 am."

are

Tu"».?r,
uZ™

Henry B. Barge·· late of Ptru, deceattf·
petition ttat John Hurt' s» or .,®,. ,,tncr sul(·
able person be appointe 1 as α imlr.wirator of
the estate of said deceased pre=i.:t< : by fcmm*
F. Burgees, widow.

want flour that never fails—that makes the
most bread to the sack—that serves every

respectable
Paris and made quite
figure of him. See, 1 scarcely limp."
walkHe got down from the cart and
ed back and forth.
"And you are that boy?" exclaimed

"Where

«■*«««.

Flora E. ITammon late of VVoodjtock <1*
ceased, will and petltloi for pr.iate Hereof
resented by Elmer 3. lauimon, the exe· utor
îereln named.

Economical Housewives

"And who Is Jean Demaurler?"
"Have you done so many kindnesses
benefited?
as to forget those you hnve
fur supDo you not remember stopping
from Versailles at an
on
way
your
per
Inn oae evening fifteen years ago?
been
There you found a boy who had
You took him to
a noble.

crippled by

"bscsr

At a Probate Court, bel· ut
Part», ιη .η,.
the County of Oxford, on the thin
Ju'y, In the year of our I.onl one
nine hundred and ten, the following
baring been presented for the action
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby < iRbniini
That notice thereof l<e given to all per*,,,
u
\C0',y 01 thu orler *
three weeks
successively in

George H. Hardy late of Pari», .!e«*a«.!
will and petition for probate thereof hrfJeiJ
by Cora £. ilardy, the executrix t
w
named.

Doc"You do not know me. M. le

and Deniaurler spent con
slderable time discovering where tlie.\
Then after min-h difficult.ν lie
were.
succeeded In gutting possession of
them. Tills he accomplished l>.v hrlh
of reing their Jailer, and on pretense
took
moving them to another prison he
them to his inn. hut this time the
dead
journey was accomplished at t^·
The meeting between the
of night.
doctor -nid his daughter and lier bus

CORPORATION ACCOUNTING
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COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
RAPID CALCULATION
BUSINESS GRAMMAR
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Mail

In the District Court of the 1'nlu
District of Maine. In Bankrupc-.v
In the matter of
)
In I
ARTHUR J. FOSS,
of Rumford, Bankrupt.)
To the creditors of Arthur J. Κ
County of Oxford and district afor·
Notice Is hereby given that on tin
luly, A. D. 1910, the sal·! Art

handsome

our

illustrated catalog.

Honorable Board of County
I Toeretbefor
the County of Oxford

ably happy.

The nest morning Jean Deinaiirier
put the three refugees in a deep farm

Address Bliss Business College, Lewiston, Me.
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but. strangel;
enough, not for assisting in the escape
His
of the doctor and his family.
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United States Separator.

money earner»,

being

Grand Prize

In

it.

Style

The 1910 Interlocking

U. S. SEPARATORS

WORKED LIKE A CHARM.

the cleanest skimmer*, easiest running, most
washed and durable separator ever made.

arc

1» easily

Year in and year out

they

run

money, never making trouble.

ever

them, you need

making

FORD MODEL Τ PRICE $975.

her work done; α neighbor girl was
hired to stay with the baby, and wheu,
flustered, nervous and tired, she left
the bouse fifteen minutes late she was
followed by the screams of her three
because they couldn't be
children
Rut she bad ber mind
taken along.
taken off her work at the card party.
Of tbat there Is no doubt, for when
she made a misplay ber partner, a
perfect lady, walked right over ber.
then picked ber up and shook her, and

u .r

>vcll,

ur

»d
η

[8KAL.1

«TATE OF ΜΑΙΛΚ.
OF OXFORD, ss.
Board of County Commissioners, .M
I
1910; held bv adjournment June
UPON the foregoing petition, r.it
dence having lieen received that tv

I COUNTY

are responsible,
Inquiry Int
of their application lsex|>edlent, It
that tbe County Commissioners
Post Olllcc at East Stoneham, I:.
on Thursdav, Sept. S, 19I0, next.
clock, A. Si., ami thence procci
route mentioned In said |ietitl»n; b.
after which view a hearing of t,
their witnesses will lie had at
In the vicinity
venlent place
In
th·
taken
measures
other
as the commissioners shall judge p:
It Is further Okukred, that notl·
place and purpose of the comiiil --:
aforesaid oe given to all person.tlone Interested, by causing attest.
said |>etltlon, and of this order tl
serve<l upon the Clerk of the Towi
bam, and also poMted up in ι
places In said town, and published
successively In the Oxford Demo.
paper printed at Paris, In raid i>
ford, the tlrst of said publication-,
o* the other notices, to be made,
before
posted, at least tulrtv
meeting, to the end that all persoiitlons may then and there appearand
If any they have, why the prayer »i
tloners should not be granted.
ΑΤΓΚ8Τ.-CHARLES E. Will i M s
A true copy of said petition and or
thereon.
^
ArTKflT:—CHARLES F. WH1TM
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DAVIS, Agent, South Paris.
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without a hitch,

We s>tll

:.-h·
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cream taoera.

assures

ot

f.

Maine :
The undersigned, selectmen of
said county and state,
that the boundaries of a certain ρ
tl.
way, leading from the forks of
the residence of Kred L. McKcen.
town line, on the road leading to Ν
cannot lie ascertained, and π·ψι
Honorable Boar<l dellne the limit
between the aforementioned point.Stoneham, Maine, June 27, Id"
GEORGE A. BROWS,
WILLIAM AD λ M".
SKTH W. JOHNSON, )-t

and that

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seatde

fall was on account of one of those
changes wherein one faction came up
to dominate another.

will take your mind off your
she was told, uud no she Joined
In order to uttend she had to get up
that morning an hour earlier to gel

U.S

U.S.

U.S.

U.S.

he recognized, so the next day they kept
to their cart, traveling as grain, and
nt last crossed the border. Then» !ΐι<·.\
knelt and. locked In one another')arms, gave thanks to heaven.
He was
Jenn returned to Paris.

"It

I

1910.

Opens September 12,

Term

Fall

evening, when he relieved the refugees
from their uncomfortable position, and
they slept in a wood. They dare no»
take any other conveyance, fearing to

work,"

ile.
l> to
i" 3i

respectl

had
wagou. In the bottom of which he
bored breathing holes, and covered
thein to the depth of several feet with
gralu. Then, opening his burn, lie drove
out iind into the road, soon after turn
ing into another leading northward. On
that road lie Jogged with his load till

eanity

.u

duly adjudicated bankrupt, an ;
of his creditors will be ht
I meeting
of the Referee, No. i· Market .Squa··
:
on the 17th day of Aug., A. D. I'd
In the forenoon, at which time tin
their
I may attend, prove
examine the bankrupt.
I trustee,
such other business as may proper
fore said meeting.
South Paris, July 30,1910.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Ritawlv

band at miduight In the loft of a bam
though they could only distinguish one
another by their voices, was Indescrib

She Joined a Card Club In Order to
Forget Her Work.
An Atchison woman who found tinmonotony of dish washing, cooking and
lauQdry work proving too much toi
was urged to Join a card club.
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TORY BRANCHES

this coupon and you will receive

us

\

notice.

PUNCTUATION
PENMANSHIP
SIIORTH \ ND
TYPEWRITING
REPORTING
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTING
DUPLICATING
LETTER FILING
CIVIL S Ε VI CE PREPARA-

TRANSPORTATION

f„r
f

.u-'aod

August 10th.

CURRICULUM:

OUR
BOOKKEEPING
NATIONAL BANKING
COMMISSION

separated,

»'b

»i'J

<

.rt

rk

INCLUDING

TAIL LAMPS
HORN, TOOLS
MAGNETO

GENERATOR

TOP
WIND SHIELD
GAS LAMPS

SPEEDOMETER

OIL LAMPS

then chewed on her for fifteen minutes. She became so frightened that
the little wits she bad under her hair

fled, and she made auother misplay
with another partner, and this woman,
also a perfect lady, talked to her in a
way the woman should bave been
ashamed to talk to a dog. It was more

than she could endure, and, weeping
like s sprinkling cart, she got up and
went home.
"It did even more than It promised,"
she told her husband.
"Nothing has
ever happened to me In all my life that
took my mind off my
so effectively
work. Why, there were times when I
even forgot I bad you and all the chil-

May

we

have the

pleasure

More than 26,000 satisfied

of

owner·

demonstrating

P.

_

to

you ?

Agents.

OHHIi

SO

Τ

CAHV

experience

CURE

LUNC8

THB

Dr. King's
New Discovery
wth

mild nttack of Infectious fever,
pneumonia. Intluenr.a or tonsllltls. and
his heart is beating faster and more
violently than It should od exertion.
Rnt the team wauts him or be wants a
record, or both, and away he goes into

Anyone lending a «ketch and description may
whether au
quickly incertain our oplniou freeCommunie*Invention I· probably patentable.
tlnus strictly conOdentlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta
tent free. OMeit agency for eecunac patenta.
Patenta taken through Munn A Co. reoelre
tpicial not ice, without charge, la tbe

training.

Scientific American.

"Suddenly oue day the heurt can no
longer drive on Its overload of blood,
and down goes the runner or oarsman
in an attack of heart failure," and athletics get nil the discredit.
The snnie danger lies when there Is
no training, tlu* c|K>rt being purely In-

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Iarnet dr
dilation of any sclentinc Journal. Term·, It a
year; four months, »L gold by all newsdealers.

'■tteissMi'
Pulp Wood Wanted.

formal. Ii lies also where the girl Just
«•ouvalcscent persists In taking part In
ί long anticipated dance.
Only that
11 base of «-oitunou sense whlcb la manifested In common prudeuce Is neces-

FOR C8Û818

JSSnu

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISPAOTOBY
OB MONET REFUNDED.

1804

Hebron

—1Θ10

Academy.

any station on the
Colby fitting school. Certificate right
Grand Trunk between Berlin and to other New England college·. Three
Delivered at

Portland.

•ary to avoid such perWa.

Hi· Other Nam·.
The cnudld.He for the place of coacbman h;td been weighed and was not
wanting. Hccordlng to bis new mistress' lights. Then the question of his
uiiint·. which was Patrick, cnme up. ι
The mistress objected to It In ber heart. !
so she explained tbat It was ber cue-1
torn always to call ber coacbman by !
bis family name. Had be any objec- j

done?

1
ί

43tf

Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

FOE SALE.

farm, one mile out from the village,
line. Scenery that feeds the mtmt,
toll that feeds the body. Hoqm, ell, abed and
barn connected. Spring that never fall·. Price
11000 and no back talk.
Inquire of J. B. Mason, or the owner two
J. N. IRISH.
miles below.
lOtf
Buck field, Me., March 8,1010.
A 40 acre

on

telephone

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Forbes South Pari·

course·—College,

English, Scientific.
Twelve instructors. Sturtevant Honte
accommodates 70 girls.
Atwood Hall,

new, Barrows Lodge and Cook Gymnasium accomodate 125 boys. All dormitories under the supervision of instructors. Room· in private houses for a few.
Expense* moderate.
Any nebron
student from your section wHI be glad
to tell you where to go to school this
fall.

Term

begins Tuesday, September

catalog.
Address the Principal,

13.

Write for

W. E. SARGENT, ÏE·

19-17

Hobbs'

Variety Store.

Blacksmith Wanted
OR

KILLthc couch

and

a

"Fltxpttxick, ma'am."

car

H. 0. FLETCHER, South Pari*.
P. RIPLEY, Pari· Hill.
17-4.
Telephone

Athletic· and th· Unfit.
Tbose who are unfit should Dot Indulge In athletic games le u warning
by Dr. Woods Hutchinson Id Outing.
À boy, for Instance, Is a little weak

"Not the allgbteet, ma'am."
"What Is your last nam·, Patrick Γ

this wonderful

of this Ford Model.

RIPLEY & FLETCHER,

dren."—Atchison Globe.

after

"Occupation?"

STOP

The next morning Citizen Demaurler
where
drove up In a cart to the prison
the doctor was confined and presented
the coman order for him signed by
lu the
mittee. The doctor was placed
the offitelling
Demaurler,
and
cart,
for the
cials that be needed no guard
well armed,
prisoner, being himself
down
drove away. Pursuing his way
the river
the street he soon reached
Then
bank and the outskirts of Paris.
bis
to
said
prisoner:
and
be stopped

Shop to Rent.

I will either hire a first-cla^ •locksmith or rent my shop in South Paris
to such a one for the hotse-shi't-ing.
-1
Shop centrally located and iloir·,,'
business.
good

H. P. MILLETT,
South Paris, May 23, 1910.

Picture Frames
and. Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings stJ«.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nldwli».,
"*

*

SOUTH PARIS.

i

